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At the recent soiree 

at Gerry’s, Shaunny 

Longlegs tries out 

his novel 

microphone stand 

 

while Rockin’ Gerry 

sticks with the tried and 

trusted manual method. 
 

(Keith Woods available for mic stand  

hire at reasonable rates) 

 

Marti’s movies make music 

Keith drums up a new interviewee 

Mr Angry reviews a radio comedy show 

We “borrow” yet more stuff from Nick Cobban 

Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling 
And more....   

ALL ARTICLES/IMAGES ARE COPYRIGHT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORS. 
FOR REPRODUCTION, PLEASE CONTACT ALAN LLOYD VIA TFTW.ORG.UK 
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The September issue (#151) of American Music Magazine has plenty for Woodies to enjoy. First and 
foremost is Keith Woods’ interview with rockabilly favourite and bass-player Billy Harlan. There is an 

introduction by Woody Dominique Anglares and the interview is accompanied by vintage photos as well as 
a session discography. Another main feature is on Little Richard’s role model Billy Wright, the Atlanta blues 
and R&B singer – this accompanied by lots of photos, clippings from Billboard and Cashbox, label shots in 
colour, and definitive session and record discographies. The magazine also includes an in-depth article on 
Nashville songwriter and performer Royce Porter, whilst the instrumentals series continues for lovers of the 
genre, and then add to this an essay by Kaye Garren, one of the members of The Heathens whose acetate 

recorded at the Sun studio in 1956 has recently been issued on 45rpm. As well as the label shots, the 
colour section includes photos of Waylon Jennings, Jessie Colter and Willie Nelson when they visited 

Sweden in 1970. 

There is much more besides in this truly bumper 76-page issue. American Music Mag works in conjunction 
with TFTW and deserves your support. Ken Major will have copies for sale at meet-ups at the usual 

Woodies price. Alternatively contact Dickie Tapp who can offer a mail-order discounted price for Woodies 
of £8 postage paid. Payment via Paypal to dickietapp@googlemail.com or a cheque (payable to A R Tapp) 

to Dickie at 75 Potters Lane, Burgess Hill, W. Sussex RH15 9JT. Dickie can also provide subscription 
details via the same addresses.   

mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
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 Nannie Dee, the 

figurehead of the Cutty 

Sark launched 150 

years ago, says “ I’m 

holding a grey horse’s 

tail but you can  HOLD  

THE  THIRD  PAGE! ”  
 

Hi Gang and welcome to the autumn edition of Tales 

From The Woods magazine. I’ll get straight to the 

point, no small talk regarding the passing of summer, 
encroachment of the season of falling leaves, straight 
if I may to the nitty gritty, the most exciting news (I can 
barely contain my excitement).  

On Sunday April 19th at the 100 Club, we shall once 
again be returning to this iconic central London venue 

as gracing this stage will be three legends of Louisiana Rock’n’Roll, Swamp Pop, call it what you 
will, let the names of the artists speak for themselves.  

Returning to the UK after an absence of many years, Johnnie Allan, the man who put authentic 
Rock’n’Roll of the swamp kind in the pop charts of the seventies with his accordion laced version 
of Chuck Berry’s “Promised Land”. It was another legend of south west Louisiana music, the late 
Belton Richard, who played the accordion break on this classic recording; however we have a 
name that will be stepping up to fill those substantial shoes, known by many of us as Accordion 
Slim, prefers these days to be known simply as Slim.  

Jiving Gene will be returning, after making his long overdue debut in the UK back in 2011, at the 
Rhythm Riot weekender at Camber Sands, near Rye in Sussex, where a triumphant performance 
was witnessed by many Rock’n’Roll fans who turned out especially to see him. Well gang he’s 
coming back to wow us all once again come the spring of 2020.  

Gene Terry. Yep! He’s coming back, and after speaking to him recently on the phone, I can tell 
you all he is as excited to be back with us next year as we are to have him back. If you were at the 
now sadly closed Borderline and were lucky enough to see him for the first time outside of the 

United States, brought to London by Tales From The Woods in 2016, you know what an 

incredible show it proved to be. All backed by the most authentic, professional and versatile 

ensemble in this our green and pleasant land, the TFTW Band.  

 

Once again this show is an exclusive to us here at Tales From The Woods. Further details 

regarding ticket prices, door times etc., will be advertised in due course, so keep a keen eye on 

Jiving Gene, Camber, 2011 
© Paul Harris 

Gene Terry, Borderline, 2016 

© Paul Harris 

Johnnie Allan, Clapham, 1993 

© Paul Harris 
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our website folks, along with our regular and informative round-robin emails. What I can announce 
is that the DJ for the evening will be, on this occasion, Nigel “Bayou Boogie” Bewley, long overdue 
for a return too.  

I can also shout from the rooftops and brag a little if I may, that ticket prices for this show will 
remain either equal or near as can be to our wonderful Doug Kershaw and Graham Fenton show 
back in June this year. How is that folks for value for money, 3 American artists for the price of 1.  

Our upcoming show will once again be filmed for posterity by our good friends from Archive Film 
Agency, Bob and Dave, along with our talented young film maker Andrew G, who is busily 

engaged at present creating a documentary on all things Tales From The Woods which will 

indeed keep us all busy throughout the forthcoming year.  

                                                        

Many Woodies and more have posed this question over the past weeks; “Why have our excellent 

YouTube channel and TFTW Facebook page disappeared from our website links?” A temporary 

blip, may I assure you all, and quite possibly by the time Issue 111 hits the screen, the situation 
should be rectified, if not certainly when the time comes for hard copies to drop through letter-
boxes of folk of the paper persuasion. In the meantime please feel free to post all news, reviews 
and many items of interest on my personal Facebook page which at the present time is the only 
link available for postings.  

Unfortunately our chief TFTW Facebook page administrator and sole manager of our YouTube 

channel has decided to depart amicably from TFTW, wishing to spend more time with his family. 

We fully appreciate and support Denis Hoare’s decision, and would like to thank him profusely for 
all the gallant work he has performed for us over these past five years, not forgetting too the 
considerable man hours spent on our behalf.  

Sadly with Denis’s departure we shall lose our fascinating TFTW YouTube chart which has made 

such fun, interesting reading within these pages prior to issue 110.  

                                                        

What another great evening we enjoyed at Gerry’s, our thrice 
yearly musical soiree and the last for 2019, went off in grand 
style, new faces as well what can now only be described as 
veteran all mingled, joining in the fun, generally having a ball. 
A few bravely stepped up to the mike to perform for us for the 
very first time, including aspiring songwriter and singer, Ben 
Murphie who opened the proceedings for us as he had a gig 
around town later that same evening, treating us to his take on 
Bob Dylan’s “Don't Think Twice It's All Right” along with his 

own composition “Jericho”. I’m sure TFTW will be seeing more 

of this young guy in the future.  

Closing the show was a seasoned performer of Home Counties bands, going by the name of 
Professor Jimmy, certainly breathing new life into the Beatles’ 
chestnut “I Saw Her Standing There”, working the floor like 
only a seasoned trooper can. Speaking of which, they don’t 
come much more seasoned than 83 years young Rockin’ 

Gerry, once a regular at every TFTW event, be it a Jam 

session, live show at a London venue, provincial theatre, even 
a poetry reading, Gerry has been there, not quite as nimble on 
those feet as he once was, but still rocking, still enjoying every 
second, still hoisting his fist into the air yelling “Up The 

Rockers”, “Up The Loonies”. It gave Claire of the Tales From 

The Woods Band the opportunity for a great Jerry Lee Lewis 

style workout on “Great Balls Of Fire”. Good Ole Gerry, a true Rock’n’Roll character.  
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Long-time Woodie socialite Nick Cobban, once the possessor of 
boyish good looks, who could quite easily have pursued a 
successful pop career with his lilting tuneful voice, had not a 
lucrative day-job offered a future with greater security, performed 
Brian Hyland’s early sixties pop hit “Ginny Come Lately”. Shaunny 
Longlegs took my suggestion on board, performing a credible 
version of J.J Cale’s “They Call Me The Breeze” rockabilly style.  

TFTW Soiree’s resident folklorist 

Stu Nicoll once again brought 
along his trusty ukulele for another great performance including 
his own “Tupp'ny 'apenny Song”. Bill Farrow, guitarist with Richie 
Milton’s Lowdown, performed at my request his own composition, 
a song in praise of our national health system, “Thank God For 
The NHS” much appreciated by the ever increasing number of 
employees of that said organization, singing loudly along with the 
chorus, let’s hope loud enough to penetrate the walls of parliament 
and sadly it has to be stated higher management of the NHS only too eager to be subservient to 
government bidding.  

Highly respected musician Kevin “Doc” Stenson sang and blew 
some excellent blues harmonica, reminding me yet again that 

he is long overdue for a TFTW interview. Johnny Stud 

performed one of my favourite early Drifters sides “Drip Drop” 
covered almost a decade later by Dion, which was the version 
chosen on this fine outing.  

I helped Cast Iron Darren 
along, reminding him of the 
words to Chuck Berry’s 

“Schooldays”. Richie Milton can always be relied on to get 
any party going and another veteran performer who is waiting 

patiently in line for a TFTW interview. Local Bromley boy Ray 

Lee as always entertained, not forgetting too being the 

provider of sausage rolls whilst Dave Rich, TFTW paymaster 

general gets slowly back in steam following his very painful 
arthritic problem. A standing ovation for John, Claire, Jeff, 

Robb of the Tales From The Woods Band playing behind the guests from the floor, all totally 

unrehearsed.  

To Michael Dillion a huge thank you for allowing us to use his club for our soirees and for keeping 
a piece of bohemian Soho alive which, if not for him, would vanish forever.  

                                                        

On Thursday 2nd January we shall be returning to Gerry’s celebrating the new year of 2020 when 
the present century leaves its teenage years behind, adulthood beckoning. It’s going to be a 

“Tales From The Woods Hootenanny” complete with a bagpiper welcoming revellers into this 

Soho institution. We’ll keep his identity secret at the present time as he’ll be coming up to the 
English capital all the way from his home in the Cairngorms, a short downhill walk to the town of 
Pitlochry.  

Our bonnie piper will be taking the low road blowing his pipes all the way, telling all he encounters 
that he’s on his way to Gerry’s Hootenanny, meeting us revellers on the corner of Shaftesbury 
Avenue and Dean Street, piping in all us Woodies and guests, a glass of Glenfiddich whisky 
waiting on the bar for our thirsty piper. Highland dress is purely optional, so those who have 
heritage north of the border may wish to display their Scottish lineage, like I who will be fully 
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attired in kilt and attire of the Douglass clan, from whence my Grandfather on my Mother’s side 
hailed.  

Like so many of us roots music folk tired of the annual Jools Holland Hootenanny BBC 2 
Television Show, each and every year for three decades with each successive year becoming 
increasingly unwatchable,  no doubt like most of the BBC contemporary music is now dictated by 
programme producers, leaving  presenters with little or no say in what is presented. Once again 

Tales From The Woods comes to the rescue, providing us with a new year hootenanny that we 

want, not what we are given.  

Polite reminder gang, Gerry’s has limited capacity, such is the popularity for the free event, you 
need to contact us so we can place your name on the list. Sorry, you can’t just turn up, we 
normally reach a full house well in advance, and we then start building a waiting list.  

 

                                                        

At the height of the August heat wave, enjoying what could be fleeting glorious sunshine, shorts 
and sun hat sitting in the garden of my residence here in Bromley, mug of tea at my side as I 
cruised through emails, texts and voicemails on my reasonably smart phone, the observation of 
one such email, made me yell out “WHAT!!!!!” almost kicking over the garden table as I leapt into 
the air. A flyer advertising a gig, just a week or so away at a venue I’ve never heard of featuring a 
guitarist of Louisiana’s rockiest finest ‘Little Band Of Gold’ guitar man in question, C. C. Adcock 
along with Swamp Pop legend, Tommy McClain. Nah!! It’s got to be a wind up? A fake, got to be 
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especially at that entrance price. Almost everyone I subsequently spoke to agreed, but we were all 
proved wrong, indeed it was real, very real.  

They were over in the UK for good reason. partly business, partly to lay down some tracks for a 
new album, and a few gigs were hastily arranged to make the trip worthwhile along with a chance 

to plug the new album. We here at Tales From The Woods had to work fast, and within a couple 

of days we had an interview with them both set up for Saturday 17th August at our official function 
room, Kings Head, Upstairs Private Theatre Bar, near Marylebone, just 10 minutes’ walk from the 
hustle and bustle of Oxford Street, BBC Broadcasting House and possibly the most expensive 
Hotel in the capital, The Langham. One of the finest interviews was captured with timing perfect 
for our work in progress documentary which has many months of work ahead before we get even 
close to a finish. We enjoyed it immensely; more importantly C.C and Tommy loved every second 

of it, comparing it to the BBC Radio London interview with veteran broadcaster and TFTW ignorer 

Robert Elms, openly admitting our interview was far more fun, far more knowledgeable and even 
our buffet was far superior. The fruits of the interview you will read within the pages of this 
magazine in the not too distant future where they sang and played for us and our documentary. To 
see Tommy singing accompanied by C.C on guitar, just a couple of feet from where we lucky few 
sat, you will have to wait for the documentary to be shown to see that, might be a while gang.  

The following evening I made my way to this not easy to find venue in an area known as 
Westbourne Park, on the west side of London, an area that I personally know not too well or 
indeed particularly like, I rarely venture beyond “Rough Trade” records off Portobello Road. Upon 
my eventual arrival I found a considerable number of Woodies who had travelled from far and 
near to be there, sitting, chatting and enjoying the mid-summer sunshine. In fact, it would be for 
this tiny venue a near 70% Woodie turn out, mingling with a selective few in the know, a club 
regular or two and certainly a famous face or three, including that of songwriter par excellence, 
singer and guitarist Nick Lowe who performed a number or two, including revisiting his days with 
Dave Edmunds Rockpile with, “I Knew The Bride When She Used To Rock’n’Roll”  

Tommy McClain played the piano and sang, his voice still note perfect despite passing his 80th 
year, whilst C.C played electric guitar and provided a few vocal backups as and when required, 
many tracks from the pending album, along with swamp pop favourites including “Sweet Dreams”, 
and “Before I Grow Too Old” the latter of which had the capacity audience singing along. An 
enjoyable evening, but the day prior at the Kings Head, now that was Something Else!  

                                             

The 1990s were the most wonderful of wondrous years for roots music fans. It seem like barely a 
week went by without legends of the Blues, Vintage Soul, Rock’n’Roll, Rockabilly, Doo-Wop and 
Rhythm and Blues heading to these shores, to perform at the Kentish Town, Town and Country 
Club, T&C 2, Islington, Dingwalls, Camden Lock. It seemed like ‘Woodies to be’ would spend 
more time within those walls with each other than at home with wives, girlfriends, partners. Being 
a shift worker at the time, I seemed to be permanently swapping shifts so that I could attend 
whatever would be happening that particular Friday, Saturday, or whatever day it took place. If it 
was a Sunday, or even a Thursday too, you can pretty much guarantee it would be the 100 Club, 
Oxford Street, where consenting faces would gather, drink pints of bitter and talk roots music, for it 
was on this hallowed stage we would witness giants of the blues. The man responsible for 
dragging us out of our homes, come rain, snow, sleet or shine, was Steve Beggs, to whom I raise 
a glass and doff my hat.  

Belatedly it’s my sad duty to report that Steve left us, last year around Christmas. Accounts are 
that Steve had a very sad ending, although only in his mid to late sixties, his final weeks were 
spent in a hospice, drifting in and out of a conscious state, due to a heavy dosage of pain killers. 
After the glory days of “Beggsy” nights at the 100 Club, he moved to Devon, this being where his 
final couple of decades were spent. Steve, on behalf of us all, I say thank you for all those 
fantastic nights.  
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Blues guitarist, singer and songwriter 

Luther “Houserocker” Johnson, who died on 5th July, aged 80.  

Although never to reach the pantheon of the Blues greats, or a name that 
could roll easily off the tongue of the average Blues fan, he was pretty much a 
local artist born and raised in Georgia where he would go on to spend much 
of his life. Cutting his first album in 1989 “Takin’ A Bite Outta The Blues” on 
Atlanta based Ichiban label, a follow up appeared around a year or so after, 
“Houserockin’ Daddy”. Luther played the blues very much to the heart of 
European fans, despite as far as I’m aware never making it out of his native 
South Lands. Raw fifties/sixties style, rockin’ and gut bucket, the albums 
contained self-penned material amongst covers of the artists he admired such 

as Guitar Slim, Fats Domino, B.B King among them. From the 1980s his regular performing home 
was a club called Blind Willies where he fronted the house band known as the Shadows. By all 
accounts his shows were explosive sets of raw and often very rocking blues, which patrons came 
regularly to see.  

Born in 1939, it is said that his only influence into music 
was via his father, who took to the streets and alleys of 
the family home town of Hogansville, Georgia with 
acoustic guitar, along with swigs of moonshine, playing 
and singing for loose change that helped to put bread on 
the table.  

Gradually the guitar would graduate into Luther’s hands; 
it seemed to be a pretty good way to make a living. By 
the late fifties through to the early sixties he played in 
various outfits not necessarily the blues, but whatever 
the customers wanted to hear. Later in the sixties his dedication towards the blues took hold, 
joining firstly Dr Dixon and the Operators, before going out on his own as a solo act, performing in 
numerous blues clubs and bars around the city of Atlanta and neighbouring areas, forming his 
own outfit the “Houserockers” during the 1980s.  

Throughout the remainder of the nineties and into the present century he remained a popular 
attraction for fans who like their blues raw and guttural. Sadly he would suffer a severe stroke 
towards the final months of 2018, and advancing years meant recovery was indeed slim.  

 

                               

Hi Folks,   

Issue 110 saw the launch of my brand new column, celebrating my favourite movies, We are 
celebrating my third and fourth choices for what I’m sure is going to be quite a long list and likely 
to run for many issues to come. For No 3 I have chosen my favourite Rock’n’Roll movie of all time, 
it’s got to be, no contest Gang...  

Directed by Frank Tashlin, wide screen and in technicolor this being the first Rock’n’Roll film to 
ever receive such grandiose accoutrements. Previous films of this genre and for several years 
after had been, and would to continue to be, black and white, shot on a shoestring budget, with 
the thinnest plots, like the scenery, and with appalling acting to boot, these movies memorable 
only for the now legendary artists that appeared in them.  
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The Girl Can’t Help It is a totally 
different affair. Hollywood A-graders 
of the 1950s Edmond O’Brien, Tom 
Ewell and the incredibly voluptuous 
Jayne Mansfield head the cast, with a 
basically simple comic plot. A 
gangster whose days in the limelight 
are well in the past, played by 
O’Brien, hires an alcoholic show 
business press agent, whose glory 
days too are in the past, to make a 
singing star of what we are led to 
believe until near the end of the film is 
just a tone deaf innocent gangster 
moll. The great long-gone but far from 
forgotten comedian Phil Silvers 
appears in a cameo fondly 
remembered for his long running 
1950/1960s American television show 
“Sgt Bilko”, on this occasion 
swapping his army Sergeant role for 
that of a milkman. His eye glasses 
shatter, milk bottles bubble over, an 

ice block melts, as hip swinging, slow hot strutting Jayne Mansfield strolls 
along the street, whilst Little Richard and his band belt out the title track.  

I have the DVD that came out several years ago, a re-release that includes off-centre film director 
John Waters speaking of the film as a special feature which he counts high among his favourites. 
He admits to it being a huge influence on his later work, claiming that it is what inspired him to one 
day go into filmmaking despite being just 13 at the time. Waters speaks at some length of Little 
Richard’s outrageous (for the time) use of pancake makeup, his vocals wild as his hair and 
personality. Words echoed by another legendary film director, Martin Scorsese, who has spoken 
on camera how these legends of Rock’n’Roll, Little Richard, Fats Domino, Gene Vincent, Eddie 
Cochran, along with vocal groups The Platters and The Treniers had a life changing effect and 
future influence on his own filmmaking.  
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Released in America during the final weeks of 1956, the following year hitting screens in the UK. 
Sir Tom Jones, then a sickly child living in the Welsh valleys saw the film at his local cinema. He 
couldn’t believe his eyes as he saw Gene Vincent in all his wild delinquent imagery, that incredible 
voice of Little Richard standing up pounding the piano keys. Jeff Beck was forever besotted by the 
sound of Vincent guitarist Cliff Gallup, mimed in the film by Russell Wilford, as by this time the one 
day to become legendary guitarist’s days with The Blue Caps were almost up.  

Future rock stars of the sixties flocked to see the movie, whilst they themselves were still in short 
trousers with tennis rackets as pretend guitars.  

I was a bit too young to catch it the first time round, and I had to wait a good few years before I got 
to view it at the Florida cinema in Tottenham which, despite its grandiose name, was a rather dull 
and uninspiring picture house. No doubt it was on a Sunday, but I can’t remember even if I saw it 
alone or with friends. Its impact, although exciting and immediate, was not quite the same as by 
now this mid-teenager had already seen both Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran not only on 
independent television Rock’n’Roll show “Boy Meets Girl” (never been beaten before or since) but 
had seen them live at the Finsbury Park Empire. Now that was my “wow” moment.  

Little Richard was soon to brave his fear of flying, and tour the UK. For Fats Domino we had to 
wait a few more years, as this legend couldn’t overcome his fear and eventually took the boat, 
receiving a deserved hero’s welcome when he and his band performed a week long engagement 
at the Saville Theatre. Rock’n’Roll fans, caught trains, coaches, hitched lifts, cycled hundreds of 
miles to be there.  

I had to wait many decades to see the Treniers live, at a Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekender to be 
precise. As the present century drew ever closer, I saw a few incarnations of The Platters and I 
would get to see, in years to come, two who passed through the ranks appearing on the TFTW 
doo-wop show at the 100 Club in 2018, as many of you readers can testify. (Not there!! Why not?) 
However the original classic line up remains for me on celluloid in this wonderful movie.  

There are sections of the film that are certainly far from being wonderful such as Eddie Fontaine’s 
clichéd “Cool It Baby”. No one can spot a phoney quicker than a kid with his/her finger on the 
pulse, this being a case in point, the follow up to his most well-known song “Ain't Nothin’ Shaking 
(But the Leaves on the Tree)” should have been great with a title like that but sadly it wasn’t, not 
even in the capable hands of Billy Fury on his later British cover version.  

Never quite got it with Johnny Olenn either, though I did get to see him, after the passage of 
decades, again at a Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekender, though he did recreate his shake routine on 
the very same song he performed in the film.  

I still don’t know to this day who “The Chuckles” were; a former vaudeville act who 
had good contacts possibly? Ray Anthony, veteran of the dance band era, 
attempts a passable attempt at Rock’n’Roll, no doubt wishing it would all soon go 
away so he could concentrate again on real music. Julie London appears several 
times during the movie as a ghostly hallucination when the aforementioned 
washed up agent, Tom Ewell, in a drunken stupor pines for his lost love interest, 
singing the song “Cry Me A River” with which she would be forever associated.  

                                              

I have never been shy of displaying my fascination with the Scottish Islands, visiting them many 
times over the years, the more isolated and farther from the mainland the greater the thrill, the 
more remote both in location and everyday life experience the more I loved it, exploring mostly on 
a hired cycle or simply on foot. Starting with the Western Isles, otherwise known as the Outer 
Hebrides, which I first visited in the mid-seventies, quickly followed in successive years to other 
Scottish islands including the Orkneys and Shetland.  

There is another island, far more inaccessible than the reasonably well connected Lewis and 
Harris, some sixty miles North West lies the wind, rain, and violent sea lashed lump of rocks that 
make up the Island of St Kilda, 85 miles from Stornoway, 45 miles from North Uist and 112 miles 
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from the Scottish mainland. Often cut off completely for three months of the year, it amazingly 
remained inhabited until 1930, until the remaining couple of dozen inhabitants reluctantly 
requested the British government to remove them, leaving their animals to graze alone, their 
houses that lined the windswept harbour to fall into disrepair, the chapel that once housed 
hundreds of devout Puritans left to maybe become a place of refuge for the sheep that were left 
behind to fend alone against the harshest weather conditions imaginable.  

During the calmest of days, a boat picked up the handful of people who had never known the 
need of money, dressed in clothes befitting a century past, a few settled in the Outer Hebrides, the 
remainder on the Scottish mainland, mostly in the far north west, where their surroundings made 
them feel much closer to home.  

This highly acclaimed film was very much responsible for putting 
director Michael Powell’s name among the highest echelons of 
not just the British film industry but that too of the United States 
where among his many admirers he counted names such as 
Alfred Hitchcock and Martin Scorsese who have expressed 
much praise.  

The film tells the story of the 1930 evacuation of St Kilda, 
through a fictionalised account of relationships among its 
remaining population, intercut in almost documentary style 
capturing the male population self-styled parliament, the, 
inconceivably to us, hard lives they led simply to survive. 
Because of the isolation of Hirta (the main island of St Kilda) just 
the houses, chapel and shacks were actually filmed on the 
island, and for fear of being marooned accompanied by 
intolerable weather conditions, it was decided to film much of 
the movie on the far more hospitable Foula, a comparatively 
more accessible part of the Shetland chain.  

John Laurie, a wonderful character actor who graced stage, 
screen, radio, and television for many decades, before finding fame of the household kind, when 
playing the forever gloomy, obstacle placing Private Frazer, “we’re all doomed” his catchphrase in 
one of the most popular shows in British television history, ‘Dad’s Army’. Among his many other 
famous roles was as the dour puritanical crofter in Alfred Hitchcock’s ‘39 Steps’ filmed two years 
prior.  

Laurie plays the village elder who bitterly opposes the islanders’ decision to desert the island of 
their forefathers. It must be said that Powell took a liberty or two with the truth, the sight of the 
Scottish mainland through a blue mist, glimpsed occasionally, believed to be a sign of imminent 
tragedy. Superstition aside, the ability to view land some 112 miles away is 
beyond ludicrous, we’re talking a serious distance of inclement weather 
conditions.  

The names of characters are very English; Manson and Gray, for example; no 
names such as these would have ventured this far out into the northern 
wilderness, not a Mc or Mac to be found. The way the characters dressed 
being very 1930s, that could never have been, accents too refined Scottish 
from the likes of Finlay Currie, even the broader dialect of Laurie would have 
been way off the mark, its older residents would almost certainly have only 
spoken Gaelic.  

The love interest of the movie was given to Belle Chrystall who, by the time 
this film came to be made, had already established herself as a major player 
of British cinema. Born in 1910 she retired from the screen in 1950. Some fifty 
plus years later her finest moment in her only really memorable film was 
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restored and could be seen at various specialised screenings around the country. She died in 
2003 aged 93.  

The respected elder of the St Kilda community alongside John Laurie’s character was Mr Gray 
played by acclaimed Scottish actor Finlay Currie whose career spanned over seventy years. Born 

in 1878 he made his stage debut even before the twentieth century in 
1897. With a continuous and distinguished career, this Victorian board 
treading actor would live long enough to appear in a Rock’n’Roll movie 
(of sorts) playing himself In “Six Five Special” in 1958.  

Other cast members include Niall MacGinnis, Eric Berry, Campbell 
Robson, George Summers, and the grandmother who never spoke 
throughout the film’s length, no doubt relying on her experience in 
silent movies for her charismatic facial expressions, was Irish actress 
born in 1875, Kitty Kirwan. She died aged 79 in 1954.  

 

Woman’s Hour 

It's not often that you find Mr Angry in good humour, but I must recommend to you one of 

the best comedy programmes on radio that I have heard since “The Fast Show” was born 

on the jolly old wireless. 

However, should you decide to continue reading, then 

you will find what has made me livid towards the end. 

This newish cutting edge comedy takes its name from 

a women’s interest programme launched in 1946 

called “Woman's Hour” which was on the BBC Light 

Programme. 

As you might expect, this show featured items of 

interest to the females in society, which included how 

to shorten curtains, the best way to cook fish, saving 

money, looking after hubby, gardening and whether television would actually catch on, or 

was just a passing fad. 

I remember it was hot on etiquette, when to wear white gloves, which knives and forks to 

use at a formal banquet and the wisdom of real pearls when artificial pearls had become 

so realistic. 

Instructing listeners how to be a great hostess was 

part of the pattern; table layouts, what to wear, 

fashion being an important part of the entertaining 

mix, not to mention diet, exercise and even pet 

care. 

Child-rearing, those new front-loading automatic 

washing machines, flower arranging and female-

focused new films were all on the agenda. 
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For the final 15 minutes, a woman would read out some romantic fiction as part of a 

soapy serial. 

As I recall, the programme went out at the convenient time of 2pm, and was preceded by 

“Listen with Mother”, a 15 minute show aimed at tots memorably presented by Daphne 

“are you sitting comfortably? Then I'll begin” Oxenford. We finally found out what she 

looked like when she played sidekick to Audrey Fforbes-Hamilton in “To the Manor Born” 

on TV.  

The 2pm timeslot was crucial, since toddlers took their afternoon nap at that time 

immediately after “Listen with Mother”, and Mum could settle down to consider household 

matters like the use of baking powder to remove stains, the latest G Plan furniture, 

persuading kids to eat their greens lest their dinner be sent to feed Korean orphans, 

make-up products and techniques while the little one slept. 

A team of comedy greats have swiped the title “Woman's Hour”, and now satirise the 

genre in a style reminiscent of TVs “Alan Partridge”, or, at its highest point, the movie 

“Spinal Tap”, about a fictitious British heavy metal band. It's all a little different from Glen 

Campbell's Dreams of the Everyday Housewife, believe me. 

It is fronted by a portly but unnamed actress who plays 

“Dame” Jenni Murray, much given to wearing a curtain 

across her shoulders, and some say it is Barry Humphries 

in drag, but I'm not buying that. 

She's like a Hyacinth Bucket of the left, able to detect non-

PC thought at 100 yards as efficiently as Hyacinth can spot 

an oily mark on her anti-macassar. 

The presenters talk in the muted tones the vet might use if 

your dog just died. 

But what is so brave of this lot, for a programme that goes 

out at 10am every morning, is the grisly subjects they choose to lampoon. 

Top of the show this morning was the advance warning that the main subject was how to 

enjoy sex when having your period. Not something my old Mum would wish to hear if she 

tuned into find out how to make her batter pudding rise. 

It was suggested that listeners might like to re-tune if they did not want the intimate 

details. 

In the previous week, subjects had included killing your wife, who does it, why, and how it 

can be forecast, the pornographic novel “Fifty Shades of Grey” and various other facets of 

female plumbing. They are all in favour of the transgender lobby, lesbians and, er, sex 

workers. 

Me, I'm laughing my head off all the way through. 

But here's why I am angry. Various other blokes, and the audience comprises 40 per cent 

blokes, who find it as unbelievable and amusing as me INSIST that it is kosher, and is not 

a send-up. Their view is that it’s a bunch of lefty women off their heads for real, without 

the steadying hand of a male editor or producer to stem the diatribe. 

Well, that's just stupid, and I refuse to believe women are so smug, self-absorbed and 

shameless as they are portrayed in this programme. 

I would like to find out how females react to this entertainment. But try as I might, I can't 

find a single woman who listens to it. 

Apart from anything else, modern career-oriented women are just not available to listen to 

a daily 10am programme five working days a week. It's a comedy, goddamit. 
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A dip into 46 years of correspondence from the  
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet 

Contact Ken for the fuller stories. 

1. Deputy District Attorney Alan Jackson in court, said, “Lana Clarkson through the evidence in this case 
has suffered and endured something no human being should have to endure - she’s been murdered twice. She 
was murdered once on Feb 3, 2003 by Philip Spector… and her character has been assassinated over the last 
4 months through the presentation of the defense evidence, attempting to paint her in a way that isn’t true”. He 
went on to say “Spector’s team presented a “check book defense. if you pay someone enough money you can 
get them to wear a tutu in court. You can get them to say just about anything in court”. Defense attorneys 
complained that Jackson had gone over the line and Superior Court Judge Larry Paul Fidler agreed, and would 
instruct the jurors on the point. Spector, 67, is accused of 2nd degree murder in February 2003. Source: Linda 
Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, date not known 

2. “Rock Around The Clock” has sold 25 million records, and has been recorded more than 500 times, 
including versions by Mae West, Tiny Tim, Pat Boone, The Osmonds and the Sex Pistols. Milt Gabler of Decca 
Records recorded “Clock” as the flip side to “13 Women” showing it as a fox trot. After doing two attempts in the 
30 minutes studio time, Gabler combined the attempts to create the master. Disc jockeys preferred the “Clock” 
side and it became a minor hit that year. The following year the song was heard behind the opening credits of 
the film Blackboard Jungle, and Decca reissued the record which charted at No. 1 for 8 weeks. In 1974 “Clock” 
entered the Top 40 singles list for the 3rd time. Source: Randal C. Hill, Reminisce Magazine, Feb/March 2017 

3. 39 UK pubs close down weekly says the Beer & Pub Ass. More than 2000 have closed down since 
March of last year at a cost of 2000 jobs. 57000 pubs remain, some going back to Saxon times. Reasons for the 
demise include: Govt. allowing big chains to buy up or control pubs. High alcohol duties, cut rate beer at 
supermarkets, H&S forbid workers to drink during their worktime; mobility encourage drinkers to travel away 
from their local; demands for better food and options for families and children. The 1930s Mass-Observation 
report describes “the pub has more buildings. holds more people, takes more of their time and money than 
church, cinema, dance hall, and political organisations put together”. Source: Henry Chu, Los Angeles Times, 
9.6.2009 

4. Elvis Presley Memphis (EPM) is a new Memphis $45m and 200,000 square feet complex across the 
street from Graceland. Graceland offers 6 ticket options including the $57.50 fee which gets you to the mansion 
and the EPM, both operated by Elvis Presley Enterprises. The new complex ready in time for Aug. 16th 2017 
will be the 40th anniversary of Elvis’ death. It includes the Presley Automobile Museum, the “Pvt Presley” exhibit 
and the “Icons: the influence of Elvis Presley”, unfortunately no exhibits about Elvis’ inspirators. Then there is 
“Elvis the Entertainer Career Musician” with its Sun records exhibits and the Elvis Goes To Hollywood” and 
“Elvis On Tours” areas. Also 2 diners named after Vernon and Gladys. Source: Blake Hennon, L.A. Times, 
23.4.2017 

5. Norm Chan has a diner business in Las Vegas. Previously he was a chef at the International hotel. One 
night, Elvis, who was performing at the hotel ordered a chopped steak. Norm said “I spent a lot of time to make it 
nice, right I even made fresh gravy for him. I was waiting for the (room service) captain to come back and tell me 
that he loved it” Unfortunately the room captain had to clear up the dinner when Elvis threw it against the wall. 
(gravy - no wonder! km). Last February a patron introduced himself as an Elvis bodyguard who was present 
when the plate throwing took place. He said Elvis also used to shoot out the hotel’s TV sets. Elvis also threw a 
50lb bag of cement out of the window which smashed cars in the parking lot. Source: Jan Hogan, L.V. Review- 
Journal, 1.6.2017 

6. Country Music Hall of Fame group “Alabama” members consist of Jeff Cook, Teddy Gentry & Randy 
Owen. They debuted on a national level in 1980, sold more than 75m albums and charted 43 no. 1 songs. Jeff 
has been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and is choosing to step back from touring. A prepared statement 
for fans was read aloud to journalists from the USA TODAY network. He became aware of a problem when he 
could not accurately cast a fishing lure and struggled to hit his guitar notes. He told Teddy and Randy 
immediately, and because Randy had been diagnosed with cancer, they were prepared with the active members 
to keep on playing and a microphone set up, regardless if Jeff is there or not. Source: Cindy Watts, USA 
TODAY, 12.4.2017 

Baker’s Dozen 
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7. The J. Geils Band was formed in Worcester, Mass. by John Warren Geils Jr. in  1967, while he was 
attending the Worcester Polytechnic Institute. In the 1970s the band became successful with a bluesy rock 
sound, and moved to a more mainstream new-wave sound in the 1980s. The band broke up in 1985 but 
regularly re-united. John was found dead in his Groton, Mass. Home on April 11th, probably from natural 
causes. Chief of Police Donald Palma said “foul play is not suspected”. John was 71, and a vocalist and guitarist 
for the band. When not playing music he restored sports cars “KTR European Motorsports in Ayr. Mass. In 1992 
he formed Bluestime with Richard Salwitz and released 2 records. Source: no name, USA TODAY, 12.4.2017 

8. Born Cora Walton ln 1928, Koko Taylor was orphaned aged 11 and worked the cotton fields. She went 
to Chicago in 1952 with future husband Robert “Pops” Taylor, but had no intention of becoming a singer, 
although she had been inspired by Memphis Minnie and Big Mama Thornton. Hearing the amplified blues 
sounds in the Chicago South side clubs Pops persuaded the clubs to let her sing, and Willie Dixon became a 
mentor, and persuaded her to record “Wang Dang Doodle” in the mid ‘60s for Chess Records which became her 
signature song. Signed to Alligator Records, Koko, aged 80, was recovering from a gastrointestinal bleed, but 
died at the Northwestern Memorial Hospital June 2009. She had performed weeks earlier at the Blues Music 
Awards ceremony in Memphis, Tenn. where she received her record 29th Blues Music Award. Source: Greg 
Kot, Los Angeles Times, 4.6.2009 

9. Russ Solomon began selling records in his father’s drug store in Sacramento 40 years ago and calls his 
Tower Records business “toy stores for music lovers”. He then opened a one-stop company in the ‘50s which 
failed in 1960. In the ‘60s Russ owned 2 Tower Records stores in Sacramento, and in 1968 opened up another 
in ‘Frisco, based on a supermarket approach with nearly 10,000 square feet of albums. In the first week of 
opening, the Sacramento stores may have sold 300-400 albums, but the ‘Frisco store sold nearly 20,000. The 
first Tower store in L.A. was on the Sunset Strip in 1972 and was another success. The current 28 store chain 
did more than $50 million in sales last year, up nearly 25% than 1978, even though record sales nationally were 
down 12%. Russ says that the original rock record buyers are now in their 40s and still buying discs. Source: 
Robert Hilburn, L.A. Times, 19.6.1980 

10. Allegedly in L.A. to cut a new album, Jerry Lee Lewis did a 30 minute performance at the Ace Hotel. 
Dressed in a shiny gold suit Jerry ran through classics bringing the audience repeatedly to their feet including 
“Roll Over Beethoven” ”Great Balls Of Fire” and Roy Orbison’s “Down The Line”. Also included were the 
sentimental “Georgia on my Mind” and “Before the Night is over” with a “florid solo”. Kris Kristofferson was there 
to accompany Jerry on “Me and Bobby McGee.” There was a video back drop, probably from the ‘80s and the 
only time Jerry got annoyed was when he discovered an unopened can of Sprite on his piano, saying “You’d 
think they would open this for me”. At the end of the Friday show Jerry stood up and kicked over the piano 
bench, grabbed his gold colour cane and was assisted off stage by a half a dozen handlers. Source: Michael 
Wood, L.A. Times, 27.11.2017 

11. Wayne Cochran was born in Thomaston, Ga. and was quoted as saying the he was “a hillbilly with a 6th 
grade education”. He grew up in Georgia and hearing black music he moved to Macon and met Otis Redding, 
where in 1960 played bass on Otis’ single “Shout Bamalama”. Wayne, called the “White Knight of Soul” had fans 
such as Rod Stewart and Elvis Presley. The Blues Brothers made his “Goin’ Back to Miami” popular in the 
1980s. Wayne Cochran & the C.C. Riders opened for Elvis in Las Vegas, but in the ‘70s broke up the band and 
started the Voice for Jesus Church near Miami Gardens. Wayne said “his was not a typical church but one 
where folks came to get ecstatic, have a good time and boogie”. His church was frequented by 800 families 
living in housing projects in Miami’s Liberty City. Wayne died from cancer at his Florida home aged 78. Source: 
L.A. Times 29.11.2017 

12. Jack Odell, eventual co-owner of Lesney Products, founded in 1947 by Leslie Smith & Rodney Smith, 
created a miniature steam roller for his daughter who wanted something that could fit into a matchbox for her 
class friends. Realising his talent, in 1953 he began to produce miniature cars, and struck gold when producing 
a miniature of Queen Elizabeth II horse-drawn Coronation coach the same year. Over a million were sold for 
about 40 cents in U.S. currency, now they sell for hundreds of $$. In 1960 the company went public selling over 
1m cars a week. In 1970 Lesney introduced the “Superfast” line to compete with the Mattel Hot Wheels 
company. In 1970 Jack retired from Lesney, and in 1982 was declared bankrupt, but formed the Lledo company. 
In 1997 Mattel acquired Matchbox. Jack died July 2007, Herts. Aged 87. Source: Steven Miller, The Wall St 
Journal July 14 2007 

13. The Las Vegas Hilton unveiled a permanent statue of Elvis Presley at a convention entitled “Always 
Elvis”. 1700 fans who are mainly middle aged women from the South or South West turned out over the 10 day 
reunion. Colonel Parker is charging $15 a day to enter a meeting room in order to purchase Elvis memorabilia 
which includes an Elvis waste paper basket and the Coroner’s report. Several Elvis movies are shown and there 
is a 5 screen slide show. When the statue is unveiled the audience is on their feet applauding, crying, screaming 
and rushing the stage. The statue was described as in the style of a Commemorative Ashtray out of the Times 
Square Souvenir Store, and “it takes a little squinting to divine the resemblance”. Source: Charlie Haas, New 
West, 3.10.1978 

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major  
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Howard Tibble 
Howard, where were you born? 

I was born in Barnet in 1947 in November which was evidently one of the coldest winters on 
record. Trust me to be born in the coldest part of the year. 

Did you come from a musical family? 

Not at all. I was one of those kids who was quite bright but I didn’t ever know what I wanted to do 
for a living. I passed my eleven plus and went to Southgate County Grammar School. I got to 14 
and some kids wanted to be doctors or pilots or that sort of thing and a teacher asked what I 
wanted to do and I didn’t know. My dad had several wholesale 
companies and did all right but I didn’t fancy anything like that. It 
came to the school summer holidays and the phone rang one 
day and it was a friend of mine from a different school who said 
he was forming a band but they didn’t have a drummer, so did I 
want to be a drummer? I said “Yeah, okay”. When dad got home 
that night I said “Could you buy me a drum kit please?” After 
he’d recovered from the shock he knew somebody that worked 
in Boosey & Hawkes who made musical instruments and 
managed to get me a fairly cheap drum kit to start with. I took to 
it like a duck to water and had finally found something that I 
wanted to do. I had been sixth in the class at school out of 36 
kids and in six months I had gone to 35th because I couldn’t think 
of anything else I wanted to do. 
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I was playing odd gigs and bits and pieces and couldn’t wait to leave school and then we got a gig 
at the 2i’s Coffee Bar on a Monday night. I don’t know how we got away with it playing things like 
“Bachelor Boy” but we did - it’s a wonder we weren’t murdered really. We didn’t know anything 
about rhythm’n’blues, I‘d sort of missed the skiffle era although I’d bought Lonnie Donegan 
records like “Rock Island Line” and we were just moving on to the Beatles and Cliff Richard and 
things like that. Tom Littlewood, the manager at the 2i’s, who either felt sorry for us or thought he 
could make a few bob, asked us if we’d like to go to Germany. I was still at school then and my 
dad used to drop us off in one of his firm’s vans and pick us up in the evening. I said I’d like to go 
and on the following Monday I went to see the headmaster and told him I was going to leave 

school (you could leave at 15). He gave me all sorts of lectures on why I 
shouldn’t but I was determined to go and left on the Tuesday. On 
Thursday I went to Germany with the band. We were only meant to go for 
three months but ended up staying for six, did some American bases and 
had a great time. When I got back my parents had moved! I got home, 
knocked on my front door to find strangers in my house. 

Looking back it was quite funny but we didn’t have communication like we 
do today so if you wanted to call somebody abroad you had to find a 
phone box that worked, book an international call only to find the person 
is out. My dad said he wrote to me to tell me they’d moved about seven 

miles away. Fortunately the new owners had my parents’ new address. 

Whilst in Germany who did you perform with? 

Our band was called Guitars Anonymous and that was how we stayed, completely anonymous. 
We didn’t get to the giddy heights of backing anybody like Cliff Bennett but we’d just discovered 
rhythm’n’blues which was difficult to get to hear. The BBC wouldn’t play it and didn’t really want to 
play any pop records at the time; it was the pirate ships that forced them to do it later on. We used 
to listen to people like Johnny Kidd and the Pirates who were a sort of rhythm’n’blues band, and 
we tried to copy them. I don’t know how we got away with it, probably because we were very 
young and people took pity on us, but we had a great time and it did me a lot of good. You grow 
up very fast in a foreign country. 

We played the Star Club in Hamburg and another that may have been called the Rheingold but 
there was a lot of touring to military bases organised by Tom Littlewood. It all seemed very 
exciting at the time and I couldn’t think of anything else I’d rather be doing. I never thought it would 
turn into a career; I thought I’d do it for a few years, make a fortune and then I could retire. 
However, like a lot of people, you suddenly find that 50 years have gone by and you’re still doing 
it. 

The reason my parents allowed me to be a musician was because I was adopted and they didn’t 
know what my family history was so, when I found something I wanted to do, play the drums, 
rather than stand in my way and do what a lot of parents do, insisting I get my exams, they would 
help me rather than hinder me. 

The 2i’s was past its glory days by the time you worked 
there? 

This was 1963/64 by this time and it had but we were 
thrilled to work there. It was a great learning curve and we 
met all sorts of weird and wonderful people, what today 
you’d call “characters”. They never did us any harm, always 
helped us with the equipment; it was a great time and I 
really felt part of the scene. As you say, the golden days 
had gone by but it was a very happy time and London in the 
early sixties was a brilliant place to be; the Beatles, fashion, 
Carnaby Street and the music of course. Young people had 
their own music; the Teddy Boys had fought to get 
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Rock'n'Roll heard after the skiffle period but now, suddenly, this was full on tunes. It was a very 
optimistic time, a great time to be around. My parents probably thought that it would never last as 
a lot of parents said, but how wrong could they be? 

I started to learn my trade, well… you never stop learning, but I’d do more and more gigs and 
work with different people. In 1965 the band I was in ended up at Butlin’s in Bognor Regis and we 
did a summer season there. We got to play six days a week and, although they worked you like 
dogs, it was good to do and we had a lot of fun. I spent the next ten years with different bands 
paying different styles until, later in the seventies, around 1977, I met a guy called Dave Travis 
who had a Rock'n'Roll band called the Bad River Band and he, for one reason or another, needed 
a drummer to do a tour of Holland. This was playing roots Rock'n'Roll - Dave was not a fan of 
moving things too far forward and he genuinely did like and still likes the absolute roots, gutsy, 
down to earth basic Rock'n'Roll and I found I could play it. I don’t know why but I had a feel for it 
although I’d missed it the first time round. If you go back to ’56, ’57, ’58 I was born in ’47 and then 
I was only nine or ten so I’d sort of missed it. By the time I was 14 other things had come along 
and I’d missed the Teddy Boy era. I’d seen them on television but I was just that bit too young. 
When I got the chance to play this sort of music I thought it was fantastic and I could play it. I don’t 
know where I got it from but I had a keen interest in it and I got to like it very much. 

Going out to Holland with Dave led to more tours with him and, thanks to Dave, we started 
backing visiting American Rock'n'Roll artists who were the real deal; people like Warren Smith, 
Jack Scott, Buddy Knox, Charlie Feathers, Hayden Thompson, Sonny Burgess, Carl Mann, 
Sleepy LaBeef, Janis Martin, Johnny Carroll, Judy Lindsay and Mike Berry (who is English before 
you write in). We’d play these Rockhouse festivals that Bert and Frances Rookhuizen used to put 
on in Holland. They were great fun and often they were recorded live for an album. I remember 
one in particular with Carl Mann we recorded half the album in the studio in Haarlem, Holland and 
the other half was the live show. 

These people had really lived Rock'n'Roll, they’d been there and done it and several of them had 
had really big hits - Carl Mann “Pretend You're Happy When You're Blue”, Charlie Gracie 
“Butterfly” and so on. To get the chance to play these things with the original artists who’d had the 
hits was a great opportunity for me. When we’d done the gig in Holland the other thing it led to 
was they would come to England and Dave had an arrangement with Stuart Colman (who had a 
show on Radio One “It’s Only Rock'n'Roll”) so their first stop would be to record a session at 
Maida Vale, usually three songs, to be broadcast on Stuart’s show along with an interview. I got to 
know Stuart as I was there quite regularly for these recording sessions with the Bad River Band. 

Later on, in 1979, Shakin’ Stevens came along. He’d been around for 
many years but at that point he was playing the middle Elvis in “Elvis 
The Musical” at the Astoria, Charing Cross Road. The Sunsets, 
Shaky’s band, had been side-lined as there was nothing for them to 
do. Shaky secured a contract with CBS and made an album for them 
which, for some reason, they rejected. He was talking to Stuart one 
day who offered to put a band together and recut the album with the 
permission of the record company, promising that his band would 
perform as Shaky wanted them to. I was out in Holland with Dave and 
I got a call to come and record the album with Shakin’ Stevens. 

Shaky didn’t want to record a fifties album, he wanted an eighties 
album but he wanted it to rock using the very best of the technology 
that was available at that time. Stuart and I sat down and listened to 
some of the very best of early Rock'n'Roll records and we pinched a 

lot of the drum fills and the best from these recordings. We banged these “borrowed” bits into the 
track and it worked a treat. Out of that album came “Hot Dog” which got to 24 in the UK charts and 
Shaky then had to go on tour but he didn’t have a band. Everybody on the recording session 
including Albert Lee was asked if they wanted to go. Tours lasted about six weeks in those days 
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so we all agreed. After that we had to record some more and so it went on; tour, record, tour, 
record. 

Albert did one tour but he was committed to people like Emmylou Harris in the States and he was 
replaced by Mickey Gee who made some wonderful contributions to a lot of the records that came 
after. Shaky’s career is well documented and he was the highest selling artist of the ten year 
period from 1980 to 1990 and outsold everybody including Elton John, with more records than 
Paul McCartney. It was a fantastic time to be around. 

The original band was Stuart Colman on bass, Geraint Watkins on keyboards, Roger McKew 
rhythm and occasional lead, Albert and myself, just a five-piece band, no brass and no backing 
vocalists which all came later as the music got bigger. The initial band was just a five-piece and it 
was like the Beatles had come to town; it was really quite crazy with screaming girls so you 
couldn’t hear the music. We went down a storm everywhere and Shaky was a very hard working 
guy and hadn’t lost any of his stagecraft, ready to leap on top of a piano at the drop of a hat. 

These were theatre tours? 

The original tour was universities but the next was theatres with people scrambling over 
everything trying to get on stage. I remember the Jets were with us on one tour but I think it was 
mostly local bands that supported us but it must have been soul destroying for them to open a 
show where Shaky was playing. The audience had paid their money and wanted to see the main 
act so any support act has a tough time with half of the audience in the bar and the rest not 
interested - but that’s how you learn your trade and it toughens you up. 

We went all over Europe - Germany, Holland, Belgium and one gig in France at La Théâtre in 
Paris. The rest of Europe was a madhouse with screaming girls who loved it but not the French so 
we never went back after that one gig. The French had their own in-house scene and didn’t seem 
that receptive to artists coming in. We also went to Australia and did a couple of test gigs in 
America but I think the Americans also preferred their own acts. We had Britain and nearly all of 
Europe which was enough and I think Germany is the third biggest record market on the planet. 
Shaky’s “Marie, Marie” stayed in their top thirty for nine months. Shaky has had 42 top 50 singles 
so far - some at number one and some at 48 but 42 in total which is a colossal track record. 

That took care of most of the eighties and in between all 
that when I wasn’t working with Shaky I was working with 
Stuart Colman and recorded with bands like the Jets, did 
TV shows with people like Duane Eddy, recorded with 
Little Richard and Cliff Richard. Stuart got involved with 
Comic Relief and we did “Living Doll” with Cliff and The 
Young Ones and also “Rocking Around The Christmas 
Tree” with Mel (Smith) and Kim (Wilde). 

I worked with Meat Loaf and Billy Fury, and did an album 
with Phil Everly, all thanks to Stuart. On Phil’s album, 
Terry Williams from Rockpile and I recorded half each 
(although I can’t remember why). Terry played on the single “She Means Nothing To Me” and Cliff 
came in as a guest to do that one track. That was recorded at Eden Studios in Chiswick and I can 
remember sitting there on the drums with Pete Wingfield, Stuart and the engineers and Phil Everly 
with his Gibson Everly guitar 10 yards away thinking “This is bloody marvellous!” I’d grown up 
listening to these people and there he is. 

On one track “God Bless Older Ladies (For They Made Rock'n'Roll)” we had all the lights down 
with Phil singing and the band playing quietly and it was like working in a night club. I’d love to 
have a picture of it; it’s one of those magic moments that stays with you. I’d hoped to get in on the 
reunion with Don but I didn’t get that although Pete Wingfield was in the band. I did get invited to 
the reunion show at the Albert Hall and it was fantastic. 

Backtracking to your days with Dave Travis you must have some great memories? 
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Charlie Feathers in particular, yes. He could best be described as “unusual” to put it mildly. He 
wanted things done in a certain way, a sort of hillbilly, redneck Rock'n'Roll; real back porch stuff 
but he was a tough guy old Charlie and I have to say we didn’t always hit it off. We played a gig at 

Barbarella’s in Birmingham after some work in Europe and in the 
audience was Robert Plant. We did the gig and it went pretty well but 
Charlie was in one of his “I’m a big star” moods and he said 
something to me which left me less than happy at the end. Robert 
came backstage and asked me what was up. “Charlie and I aren’t 
getting on all that well” I replied. He asked if I needed the money 
which I did and he told me that I could put up with it and it would be a 
valuable lesson. I did cope with it and it made me a better player 
because Charlie’s idea of excitement was to speed up and, for a 

drummer, you train not to do that except for things like “Hava Nagila” but we weren’t playing that. 

We recorded an album with him and if you took Charlie out of his comfort zone, which was in front 
of a live audience, and put him in a studio he was much more agreeable. We got along fine and 
put down some good tracks. Dave released the album and recordings of Charlie are quite rare. 
When I look back at that time it was a great experience and taught me to work with people who 
are not quite “ordinary”. 

Warren Smith was lovely. Before the Living Legends show at the Rainbow Theatre in 1977 with 
Jack Scott, Warren Smith, Buddy Knox and Charlie Feathers we did quite a lot of recording and a 
few gigs abroad with Warren Smith who was an absolutely lovely man. One of the magical 
moments for me, I can still see it, was at a club somewhere in England with Janis Martin where at 
one stage Janis and Warren were jiving on stage. They were both good dancers and the audience 
went berserk. I was playing away thinking it was great. I remember Warren with affection. 

I saw Carl Mann at Dingwalls in Camden Town. 

Eddie Jones on lead guitar, Terry Nicholson on bass, myself and Dave Travis. Carl played piano 
and he would do half the gig on guitar and half seated at the piano. Carl had had legitimate hits, 
“Mona Lisa”, “Pretend You're Happy When You're Blue” and several others so it was great to play 
all that stuff the second time around and the audience loved him. He was a very nice, polite man 
and he’s still around although I haven’t seen him in a while. 

A lot of these people were very pleased to have a resurgence in their careers and to find an 
audience. Often they had languished in America playing small clubs and suddenly they were 
taken out of that to a place like Dingwalls playing to 500 people and taken abroad playing to 2,000 
people at the Rockhouse Festival, it’s like the second coming for them. With Dave’s band we 
made an effort to play the music properly and to play it in the style that would make the artists 
comfortable. It’s a privilege to have done all this stuff with these people. 

And Jack Scott. When you meet Jack Scott he’s a bit frightening and it 
looks like one punch from him and you wouldn’t wake up - he’s a 
tough looking guy. I bought “My True Love” on London when I was 
11 or 12 and never thought that one day I’d be playing it with him. 
I bought “Leroy” and several others and we got to play all of them. 
Jack played guitar with his great big arms and I used to think I’d 
better not mess this song up. 

There was very little proper rehearsal for these gigs. We would 
rehearse the band quite a lot before a tour or a gig but very often 
we didn’t meet the artist until we got abroad and then we had to 
perform that night. Rock'n'Roll is a peculiar thing because you can 
play a lot of it with no rehearsal at all but to do it properly you’ve got to 
listen to the little drum fills, you can’t steamroller your way over it all. It’s somebody’s life’s work 
and that’s what the Dave Travis band were good at; we took care and tried to make things as 
authentic as possible. Of course you will occasionally find an artist who says he doesn’t do it that 
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way anymore after you’ve spent two weeks practising, telling you he stopped doing that ten years 
ago. There would be frantic dressing room rehearsals where the artist would be singing and the 
band would be trying to adjust acoustically.  

I have to say at this point that one of my greatest album credits was with Buddy Knox when we 
had to remake all his hits in the style of the originals because the masters had been lost. The 
recordings were made at Regent Sound Studios in Denmark Street. On this album I am credited 
with drums, bucket and Financial Times. An upturned plastic bucket was used on “Hula Love” and 
we needed a sort of patting sound for another track. We sent out for all the papers and the 
Financial Times, being on better quality paper, was the one we used. All very Joe Meek who was 
the master of using things others wouldn’t think of.  

I love the history of Rock'n'Roll and, thanks to Keith, I backed Chas Hodges at the Halstead 
Empire in Essex. Apart from the fact I like old theatres this was a great place to work and this was 
another case of dressing room rehearsals. I’d met him before and asked him what he was going to 
play and he didn’t know, just said to follow him. He played a song and would then talk about how 
he got into playing, his mum, playing in Germany and around the pubs in Edmonton so it was like 
“An Evening With Chas Hodges” and I found the history of it just as interesting as playing the 
songs. Hearing how this thing happened and because of meeting this person he went on to that 
and so on. You start with a small circle of people and because of meeting someone you go on to a 
wider circle and that’s what happens to musicians if you can do your job well until you find yourself 
in a dressing room in Holland trying to learn 25 numbers in the ten minutes before the show. 

So, Little Richard? 

Little Richard - we recorded “Great Gosh A'Mighty!” and it was a bigger deal than I thought it was 
going to be. He was one of my heroes but when you actually see the guy singing right in front of 
you it’s amazing. We did a very strange show, The Cannon and Ball Christmas Show, recorded on 
the South Bank and they were trying to muscle in on Little Richard’s act but it didn’t work. I must 
admit to never finding Cannon and Ball that funny and Little Richard, being a true American, had 
no idea who they were and their sense of humour went completely over his head. Backstage he 
was asking who those guys were but it was a plug for the record. 

Little Richard influenced Paul McCartney when they were singing things like “Good Golly Miss 
Molly” and to this day I still play “Rip It Up” and nobody could come close to Little Richard hollering 
the words out. Of course, he was one of the central characters of Rock'n'Roll who had to fight his 
way out of poor beginnings but he did it alright. When I first heard him on the radio, probably 
Radio Luxembourg in between the station fading in and out, I wondered if it was a man or a 
woman because we had nobody like that over here. He was the exact opposite of someone like 
Pat Boone who recorded the “polite” versions of this and that. 

Stuart Colman organised a television show for Central TV in 
Nottingham (Love Me Tender) with a ton of people who all had 
to pick an Elvis song to sing and I was in the house band, some 
of it played live. People as far apart as Boy George, Kim Wilde, 
Duane Eddy and Meat Loaf (who sang “American Trilogy”). 
Duane Eddy was a friend of Stuart’s who also used to organise 
Duane Eddy Conventions originally held once a year at Ronnie 
Scott’s Jazz Club on a Sunday so I did several of those shows. 
On this show recorded at 
this theatre in Nottingham 

I played “Forty Miles Of Bad Road” with Duane and I 
remember thinking “This is bloody marvellous”. I recall he 
was quietly spoken, didn’t raise his voice and he liked the 
music. He was very into his guitar, a careful player and you 
wouldn’t find him playing like Albert Lee, a hundred notes a 
minute; Duane plays what he plays and he does it very well.  
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It’s a great honour to meet these people, it really is - you never think your paths will collide. How 
can a guitar player from America ever bump into Howard Tibble at Finchley Central? As a 
musician, when you accompany an artist, I’m not there to show off or make a name for myself - it 
doesn’t matter if it’s Shaking’ Stevens or the guy in a local pub, he’s fronting it and he isn’t paying 
me to mess around. If you do your homework, taking direction where required, you accompany 
them in what is their show. In the Nottingham show, as everybody was doing Elvis tracks, we 
learned the tracks, not necessarily the artist’s styles, and reproduced them as faithfully as we 
could. Boy George was singing “Teddy Bear” (he would pick that one, wouldn’t he) and kept 
turning round to blow kisses at me. All of the artists on that show either liked or owed something to 
Elvis in their careers. It may seem strange to have Boy George singing “Teddy Bear” but you 
mustn’t send it up.  

Now Cliff Richard, when we made “Living Doll” with 
The Young Ones, he was not known for swearing 
and he’s not at all offensive in any sense. We made 
the record faithfully to the original tempo and feel 
but it had to be extended to get in all the dialogue, 
asides and jokes. Hank Marvin came to the studio 
and played the “Living Doll” solo over our backing 
which was another great thrill for me as I’d never 
met him before. To have Hank play a guitar solo 
over something I’d done was lovely stuff. When The 
Young Ones did their bits and went wrong they’d go 

“Oh fucking hell!” and Cliff would look somewhat perturbed but we were just killing ourselves 
laughing. Cliff took it all in good spirit because it sold a million copies and it was the first Comic 
Relief single, the flagship for the start of Comic Relief. I was pleased to have been asked to do it. 

Shaky took me to see Cliff last Sunday at the Albert Hall and when he sang “Living Doll” and got 
to “nobody can steal her away from me” the audience all sang “Get down!” which was from the 
Comic Relief single. He smiled. During his show he doesn’t jump around a lot - he’s 75 after all - 
but he’ll talk to the audience about his life and then he’ll do a dance to show he can still do it. He 
sang “Move It”, “On The Beach”, “Put On Your Dancing Shoes” and some newer stuff like “Wired 
For Sound”. 

James Burton came to London to an invitation only event at a rehearsal studio in Earl's Court and 
I was asked if I’d like to come along and see him play and I asked if I could bring Shakin’ Stevens. 
We were downstairs in the restaurant and Shaky asked what time it would start so I went to 
reception to find out there was 20 minutes to wait. As I was about to head back Cliff Richard 
walked through the door so I said “Hi Cliff” reminding him that I had played drums on “Living Doll”. 
He asked who I was with and when I told him Shakin’ Stevens he said he’d never met him so I 
took him through and got him a cup of tea. We were chatting and got around to the movies 
“Serious Charge” and “Expresso Bongo” and also “Summer Holiday”. Cliff was talking about 
working with Melvyn Hayes and Una Stubbs and what it was like on the double decker bus and I 
regretted not having a tape recorder because it was lovely backstage stuff that you wouldn’t 
normally hear. 

You have to tell us about Billy Fury. 

Billy I remember with great affection; apart from being somebody I grew up watching on “Oh Boy!” 
and “Thank Your Lucky Stars”, he was one of those people that could actually sing, he was a 
great looking guy and he wasn’t the moody, difficult person that people have painted him. He was 
actually a lovely, lovely man who had a great talent with a great voice. Stuart Colman produced a 
record called “Devil or Angel” which was a lovely single with Pete Wingfield on keyboards and 
doing backing vocals (as did I and I’m still waiting for the cheque). We recorded it at Stuart’s 
favourite place, Eden Studios in Chiswick, and it got into the top thirty I believe which then meant 
he had to make an album. In between we appeared on the Russell Harty Show where Russell 
interviewed Billy and went through his childhood, his heart problems, his time in the Merchant 
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Navy (he wanted to join the Royal Navy which his heart condition prevented) working on the 
Mersey ferry and whether singing was bad for his condition. Billy felt performing was good for him 
as it proved to himself he could still do it. He was quite a shy chap and didn’t really believe how 
good he was. We performed “Devil or Angel” on the show and a shortened version of “Halfway To 
Paradise” (another song I never thought I’d play with the original artist). 

We carried on making the album and had about six tracks in the 
can and one morning Billy didn’t show up at Chiswick. Stuart 
made a few calls but couldn’t find out what was going on and told 
us all to go home saying we would reconvene tomorrow. I was 
driving back round the North Circular to Finchley and on the radio 
the one o’clock news reported that Billy had been found dead. I 
was so shocked I had to stop the car - it hit me like a ton of bricks 
and just came completely out of the blue. To say I was upset was 
an understatement. 

We’d also done a show at the Hammersmith Odeon with Stuart, Pete 
Wingfield and Billy Bremner where he’d gone down an absolute storm 
and they’d loved him. Typical Billy, he came off stage and asked if it 
was alright. He only had to listen to the crowd - it was wonderful. It 
was a revival in his career and it was a shame that it was cut short just 
as he was coming back into fashion as it were because there was a lot 
of mileage left in his voice. He left a nice legacy and the album did 
come out, called “The One and Only” which contains the tracks we 
recorded topped up with other previously recorded tracks. 

Stuart Colman appears a lot in your reminiscences. 

If I’d known how influential Stuart was going to be especially with regard 
to recording with people I’d never in a million years have done what I’m 
about to tell you. Stuart was playing bass with Dave Travis’s band and 
we were in a club in Holland. We’d just finished a gig and Eddie Jones 
and myself started drinking their equivalent of Stella (for some reason 
they’d given us the free run of the bar) and after several pints we felt we 
could take on the world. We noticed that Stuart was playing the piano in 
the corner of the club with Dave standing next to him, going over a 
song. For some reason, which I’m sure seemed very good at the time, I 
decided we would pour two litres of beer over Stuart Colman. This we 
duly did and to say he wasn’t best pleased would be rather understating 
the case and if it hadn’t been for Dave (for which I’m eternally grateful) 
I’m sure Stuart would have flattened us both. He eventually saw the funny side after we’d paid to 
have his clothes cleaned and I’ve never done anything similar since. Thank goodness we 
remained friends and I think he forgave me in the end. 

Over the last couple of decades does anybody you’ve worked with stand out? 

There’s been a ton of them really. I’ve worked with the Jets and I’ve 
been doing some stuff for Monty Python although it’s not very 
Rock'n'Roll. I’ve done quite a bit for them over the last ten years and 
worked with Terry Gilliam on his films. I’ve played on “A Fish Called 
Wanda” and “Carry On Columbus” and recently Monty Python had a 
show at the O2, half of it with a band that didn’t include me, but half 
was pre-recorded which did. I also played on “Always Look On The 
Bright Side Of Life” and the Top of the Pops performance can be found 
on YouTube which was a fun day out. Eric Idle writes most of the music 
together with a guy called John Du Prez and, as he lives in the States, 
he’ll get good American musicians to play and then he’ll bring it over to 

Britain and decide he doesn’t like it.  
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For the O2 show there was some military marching stuff and I listened to what the American 
drummer had done and asked Eric what was wrong with it. He replied “I don’t know, that’s why 
you’re here!” It’s at that point you have to shut up and try to put some humour into it  - which may 
sound odd, humour in drumming - but you had to find something the other guy didn’t do that 
catches his imagination. I can’t really describe it but I seemed to be able to do that. I couldn’t find 
any fault with it musically but I don’t think it was what he wanted; he wanted some feeling in it, a 
bit more slapstick. It was called “Camping About” with them all prancing around. Also on that 
session I worked on “The Penis Song” (I’m so grateful my mother isn’t alive to read this) and “The 
Pussy Song”. 

Denis: Have you ever met Carlo Little? 

Carlo came to a gig I played at a club called Blues West in Shepherd’s Bush which I don’t think 
exists any more. This was probably 20 years ago and he sat in and played a couple of numbers 
with the band and it was great to meet him. I didn’t know him well but the person from that era I 
got to know a little better was Clem Cattini who I got on very well with. There was a drum thing 
earlier this year at the Hard Rock Café organised by Remo Drum Heads and Clem was there 
along with another wonderful drummer Bob Henrit from the Zombies and Argent. The three of us 
found ourselves together amongst a bunch of 20 or 30 year old drummers. Dear old Clem had just 
had a hip replacement but he has a track record better than anybody’s. 

Denis: Ron Harwood wrote “You Drive Me Crazy” for Shaky and won an Ivor Novello award - were 
you on that one? 

That track went down very quickly, just a few takes, and it wasn’t a struggle because it was a nice 
song and when everybody’s into it they record easily. One of Ronnie’s finest moments when he 
wrote that. It’s the sort of song that you think you’ve heard before.  

Thank you for all that Howard. 
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Before I get started, I’ll focus mainly on things that happened around me or to me, but I will get to 
The Stray Cats in a second. 

This was my first time seeing The Stray Cats and they did not disappoint. Nothing has changed 
about them, nothing sounded out of place and they sound just like the recordings which is a rarity. 
I will get to how they were on stage, but I first want to explain some things that happened and that 
I saw which will stay in my memory.  

I waited for the support band to finish, and then I had a wander about looking for mates. I saw 
many fellow Teds, some of whom had come from up north (and all over); it was quite entertaining 
walking into the main theatre area with a gang of them singing "We Are The Teds" and sneaking 
through a sea of about 600 people to get to the front, or as close as possible! The place was fully 
sold out and packed to the rafters, could hardly move for rockers, punks, Teds, all crammed in like 
sardines in a tin. To give an idea of how packed the place was, a man was able to light up a cigar 
and smoke the whole thing without getting kicked out.  

Many people had travelled from all over the world just to be there. Later on in the night (post 
show) I spoke to a Japanese man who could barely speak English. He started talking to me and 
my mate whilst we were waiting to hopefully see The Stray Cats come out and get their 
autographs or a quick picture, but unfortunately they did not appear. We waved bye to a car that 
drove out with tinted windows, who we thought were The Stray Cats. I think it was actually Jeff 
Beck who waved back (can't be sure) because I found out the next day through Facebook, Jeff 
Beck and Johnny Depp were in the VIP area. How they appeared dressed in the Facebook post 
looked the same as the people waving back at us. The Japanese man liked my mate Nige's jacket 
with all his badges and patches and showed us all his badges and patches from Japan and the 
autographs of singers on his jacket. Interesting seeing rockers from around the world trying to 
communicate like that without speaking each other's language. Such a compliment to be noticed. 
It shows how music unites us! 

Whilst inside, trying to watch the band play, things weren't so comfortable standing, squashed up 
against people who were dancing. I moved a bit so my feet wouldn't get trampled on by people 
dancing but it turned out moving wasn't the best idea, as I got pushed into this thing called a mosh 
pit, which a crazy punk with a giant pink spikey mohawk had caused by running into people. To 
explain what this STUPID thing actually is, it's basically a bunch of fully grown men running into 
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and pushing each other and also chucking (wasting) good beer over the back of their shoulders 
into some poor sod's face who was trying to watch the show, that's what a "mosh" pit is. Seriously, 
grow up if you're over 16 and you think that's fun! I saw this "pit" and I didn't really fancy getting 
my drape ruined, which very nearly happened, but I luckily dodged the avalanche! Could have 
been Punk vs Teddy boy... I would not have enjoyed that!  

Anyway, moving on to the show. I can't actually remember everything in order, because I couldn't 
take notes - TOO MUCH MAYHEM! I remember as they started playing, the big cat logo lowered 
and I personally think it was one of the best stage designs for a band or singer that I've seen. 
Simple but very eye-catching as it glowed all different colours. They also had three different giant 
flyers covering the stage wall which were unique from each another, the one that stood out being 

a pin up model on a guitar sitting on a dustbin, so it was visually good as well as good sound. It 
did not sound like they were playing inside a tunnel with cars speeding past making it impossible 
to hear the lyrics, like the band on before them. Very lively on the stage, jumping off the double 
bass whilst still playing the guitar. Bass player Lee Rocker was good on vocals singing a song 
himself, a shame he didn't sing more. I also think they do the best tribute song for Gene Vincent 
and Eddie Cochran. The song is called Gene And Eddie, give it a listen. They sound just like 
Gene and Eddie and go through several styles of both singers respectively. Nothing like Heinz 
Burt singing Just Like Eddie and it sounds NOTHING like Eddie. This sounded just like Eddie, 
Gene too.  

The night ended with my favourite song of theirs, Rock This Town. Most of the audience sang 
along to all the words and a lot of drinks went up in the air (more waste!) Really why waste drink 
and money like that? That is almost as bad as paying £30 for a Stray Cats T-shirt! I paid £10 for a 
bootleg one from a man outside the building, much better... I don't feel ripped off. I also got to see 
the event cheaply too as I was lucky enough to win two standing tickets off an eBay auction for 30 
quid, they are £40 each, that's 80 quid's worth, brilliant, enough for a takeaway on the way home! 
Great night, great music and made a few new friends on the rocking scene, will not forget it. 

😎🎶                                                                  Shaunny Longlegs 
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You either love it or hate it. Nashville now hates it, and has almost exclusively adopted so-called 
‘New Country’ which to me is indistinguishable from modern pop music. As George Strait and Alan 
Jackson sang in ‘Murder On Music Row’, they sold out true Country Music for worldwide fame. 
Other traditional Country performers have made similar comments about New Country, such as 
Hank Williams III who sang at the Ryman in Nashville about how Country Music lost its soul.  

So who is to blame for putting the c**t into ‘New 
Country’? Those who rule in Nashville, and tracing back 
to when it started the movie ‘Urban Cowboy’ was a 
turning point, with city slickers donning cowboy hats 
while flocking to Gilley’s honky-tonk in Pasadena, a 
suburb of Houston. Club owner Mickey Gilley was 
playing and singing a few traditional Country songs, but 
the star John Travolta had already promoted Disco in 
movies like ‘Saturday Night Fever’, and so attracted the 
film people with no interest in real Country Music. Mickey 
Gilley himself then recorded a lot of New Country style 
material, abandoning his piano on hits like the Ben E. 
King soul number ‘Stand By Me’. Personally I prefer his 
more traditional recordings like ‘I Overlooked An Orchid’,  
‘Texas Heartache #1’ and ‘Overnight Sensation’. 

Of course this was not the first time Nashville attempted 
to win a wider audience by toning down traditional 
Country Music to make it more appealing to pop music 
fans. The Nashville Sound in the late 1950s and early 
1960s toned down or eliminated the steel guitars and 
honky-tonk lyrics and brought in orchestral strings and 
background choruses on worldwide hits by the likes of 
Jim Reeves, Patsy Cline and even Eddie Arnold. I 
actually liked this innovation and hits like ‘He’ll Have To 
Go’, ‘I Fall To Pieces’ and ‘Make The World Go Away’ by 
these three singers are still acceptable to me as Country. 
One of the criteria being that they still have recognizable 
tunes. New Country,  however, just sounds  like one long 
tuneless dirge. 

Along with the New Country singers in the 1980s and 1990s, a whole host of new but quite 
traditional Country artists came to the fore like Mary Chapin Carpenter, The Judds, Randy Travis, 
Vince Gill, Patty Loveless and the aforementioned George Strait and Alan Jackson. These 
performers continued to record great Country songs. Alan Jackson proclaiming ‘I wanna hear 
George Jones, my heart ain’t ready for The Rolling Stones’ (‘Don’t Rock The Jukebox’). Steel 
guitars still dominated recordings like Vince Gill’s ‘Look At Us’ about an ideal marriage. It was just 
ironic that Gill and his wife divorced around this time. 

Mo Pitney is one of the newer traditional Country artists who have come on the scene fairly 
recently. He has done tributes to performers like Merle Haggard and Ray Price, and sung 
traditional ‘cheating’ songs like ‘Borrowed Angel’. His sister Holly also sings great traditional 
Country, and duets with her brother on songs like ‘Don’t Touch Me’ and ‘I’ll Go On Loving You’.  

I guess I am just old-fashioned but I love traditional titles like ‘Mother of A Honky-Tonk Girl’, a duet 
by Jim Reeves and Carol Johnson before he went over to the Nashville Sound. Or Charlie 
Walker’s ‘Close All The Honky-Tonks’, and Jerry Lee’s ‘No Honky-Tonks In Heaven’. This could 
be the classic Country song with so many traditional elements: a little boy, a dead mother and a 
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drunken daddy in a honky-tonk. A  dead doggy could have been added, but that would have been 
a bit over the top. 

Many will be grateful - nobody writes lyrics like ‘my tears have washed I love you from the 
blackboard of my heart’ (Western Swing’s Hank Thompson), or Slim Whitman pleading with God 
to ‘please paint a rose on the garden wall so my mom will think Summer’s still here’, the doctor 
having said she would die when the roses disappeared. A similar theme is taken up in Moon 
Mullican’s ‘The Leaves Mustn’t Fall’ where a little boy glues the leaves back on the trees so his 
little sister won’t die when they fall.  Vernon Oxford has some great songs like ‘Little Sister Throw 
Your Red Shows Away’ about a prostitute whose red shoes tell everyone her business. Or other 
songs about fallen women like ‘The Honky-Tonk Downstairs’ recorded by George Jones and 
others all about his other half working as a barmaid in the Honky-Tonk downstairs. Or indeed 
Linda Gail Lewis’s ‘Good’ from an early solo album about a waitress who finds true love but 
inevitably ends up back on the game again because ‘temptation comes easy to a woman like me’, 
though I like to substitute the word ‘trollop’ for ‘woman’. Of course the words ‘waitress’ and 
‘barmaid’ are Country euphemisms for hookers. They work in low-life bars known as ‘honky-tonks’ 
where men get drunk and pick up loose women for cash. 

Apart from the highly memorable 
tunes, often because the same or 
similar tunes are used over and over 
again in traditional Country with just 
new lyrics added, the genre tells 
stories about real life. As well as 
lovey-dovey lyrics we get songs 
dealing with cheating, broken 
marriages, orphaned kids, dead 
doggies, war, and even probably 
unintentional homoerotic songs like 
Wilf Carter’s (aka Montana Slim) ‘I’m 
Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes’ 
about his male lover sailing across 
the seas. This was probably as 
innocent as Gracie Fields singing a love song about ‘Sally’. Then there’s Gene Pitney proclaiming 
to George Jones in the duet ‘Why Baby Why?’ ‘I’m going honky-tonking getting tight as I can, 
maybe then you’ll appreciate a good man’.  

Then there are the names of some of the traditional Country performers. They really hark back to 
the hillbilly origins of Country with monikers like Stringbean, Grandpa Jones, Country comedienne 
Cousin Minnie Pearl and Roy Acuff’s hillbilly Dobro guitar playing sidekick Bashful Brother 
Oswald. I love it all, sadly missing entirely from the current breed of New Country singers who 
think just donning a cowboy hat and the men growing a moustache makes them Country. Unless 
they can sing a proper Country song with a tune it does not. 

Bring back the women Country singers with big hair (and in the case of Miss Dolly other big 
assets!) Also more traditional male Country artists like Mo Pitney, and the traditional mainstream 
Country instruments like steel guitars and fiddles. Let us not forget the sub-genres like Bluegrass, 
Cajun and Western Swing. All missing from so-called ‘New Country’, though in Western Swing I 
could probably do without Bob Wills constantly interrupting the Texas Playboys’ lead singer 
Tommy Duncan’s vocals.  

One of my favorite traditional Country songs would be Ernest Tubb’s ‘Waltz Across Texas’.  Waltz 
time was quite popular in traditional Country genres, as in Hank Thompson’s ‘Bring Back The 
Waltzes’. I cannot waltz, but I to tend to sway in three by four time when I hear these songs. New 
Country, however, just leaves me entirely motionless and cold. 

Tony Papard  
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Porretta Soul Festival  

I'm back in Porretta Terme for the 32nd Porretta Soul Festival, along with several Woodies, 
including Dave Carroll, Alan Lloyd, Rod Jolliffe, Dave Thomas and John Marriott, and once again 
it's delivering some top quality soul music. The only trouble is that it's going to be tough to beat the 
sublime performance on the first evening by Don Bryant and the Bo-Keys. 

The first act of the evening was the Sweethearts 
from Geelong, Australia, a group of 26 teenage girls 
who show passion for soul music and quite a bit of 
talent. Four singers alternated and the horn section 
came across strongly on soul favourites such as 
'Higher and Higher', 'I Can't Turn You Loose', Shake' 
and 'Mr Pitiful'. Former James Brown sax player Pee 
Wee Ellis, now aged 78 and looking somewhat frail, 
came on for a version of 'Cold Sweat' to add some 
credibility to what was quite an enjoyable set. He also 
added credibility to the next act, a Swiss band called 
Re:Funk, performing four tenor sax numbers with 
them from his JB career. Other than that, they proved very disappointing and my attention 
wandered. 

Things began to look up as the Bo-Keys took to the stage, but 
only up to a point as they were backing former Gregg Allman 
music director and guitarist Scott Sharrard who was a lot more 
rock than soul. He was adequate on some soul influenced 
songs from his recent 'Saving Grace' album, and his set 
included Jackie Moore's 'Precious Precious', 'Everything a 
Good Man Needs' and 'The High Cost of Loving You' but this 
wasn’t the real deal. The band was excellent however, with the 
wonderful Archie Turner on keyboards and Scott Bomar on 
bass but Scott Sharrard didn't make much of an impact. 

It was left to the star of the evening Don Bryant to 
turn what had been a below average night's 
entertainment into a great one. Wearing a snazzy 
jacket and what can only be described as a pith 
helmet, Don showed that his re-emergence as one 
of the premier soul performers around today is 
showing no sign of slowing down. He mixed 
excellent stage craft, regularly throwing kisses to 
the audience, with a superb mix of his songs from 
the sixties to the present day. His older numbers 
included 'Everything's Gonna Be Alright' and 'That 
Driving Beat' from his time as the uncredited singer 
on Willie Mitchell's hits, '99 Pounds', first recorded 
by his wife Ann Peebles, 'I Die a Little Each Day' 

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles 

from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip 

over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick. 

http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/
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and, as an encore, Ann's 'I Can't Stand The Rain'. From his 2017 album 'Don't Give Up On Love’ 
there was 'A Nickel and A Nail', 'What Kind Of Love', 'One Ain't Enough' and a stupendous version 
of 'I Got To Know' with vocal support from Bo-Keys members Kirk Smothers, Mark Franklin and 
Joe Restivo. By the end of this magnificent set the audience on this Thursday night had dwindled 
to just a relatively few and that was a shame, as Don Bryant is truly the dog's bollocks of Soul 
music. Apparently Re:Funk over-ran meaning both Don and Scott Sharrard had shortened sets. 
Personally I would have dispensed with Re:Funk altogether, but at least we saw some of Don's 
genius.  

Day two of Porretta really delivered with some good performances from some artists I hadn't seen 
before and the return of some old faces. There was some blues, a bit of New Soul and quite a lot 
of Memphis and New Orleans sounds, making it a satisfactory evening overall. 

First up was J P Bimeni and the Black Belts. He's a refugee from 
Burundi who has made his home in London and who has joined up 
with a Spanish band and recently recorded an album called 'Free 
Me'. Most of his numbers were original - an exception being 'Keep 
On Running' - and not immediately memorable, but he is a good 
looking young man with a decent stage presence and a touch of 
the Otis Redding about him. One to watch I think and a great back 
story. 

Next on stage was the Luca Giordano band with Boston 
resident Sax Gordon (and his son), who did a couple of 
crisp instrumentals, including 'Get Ready’, before 
introducing another Boston resident Leon Beal to the 
stage. He was a revelation, and his anguished versions 
of Soul classics such as 'Don't Cry No More', Solomon 
Burke's 'None Of Us Are Free', 'Glory Of Love', 'Cry To 
Me' and 'A Change Is Gonna Come' were nothing short 
of sensational. So too were up tempo numbers such as 
'Hole In The Wall’, 'I'll Take You There' and a duet with 
Curtis Salgado on Sam Cooke's 'Ain’t That Good News'. 
Nothing original, but good old school soul delivered well 
and just what the festival needed. 

The Anthony Paule Band has been a regular fixture at 
Porretta in recent years and they provided excellent backing 
for the rest of the evening, firstly to backing singer Sandra 
Griffith, who did a couple of songs including 'Kiss Me Like You 
Mean It', and then Khylah B, an attractive young singer whose 
short set included 'Proud Mary'. New Orleans based Willie 
West came next and was perhaps the weakest act of the night. 
I saw him at the Ponderosa Stomp in 2017 and was impressed 
but this time he failed to ignite a spark, looking slightly ill at 
ease with trousers threatening to fall down at any time. The 

former Meters singer brought a touch of NO funk to proceedings, but 'Wind Beneath My Wings' 
hardly qualified as soul. Rather better was Allen 
Toussaint's 'The Greatest Love' and 'Talking To Myself' 
but this was a slightly disappointing set. 

The next artist, Annika Chambers more than made up for 
it. She is a shapely lady with a powerful bluesy voice who 
came across strongly on such hard hitting numbers as 'Six 
Nights and a Day', 'Put It Where You Want It', ‘Sweet 
Sensation' (a duet with backing singer Larry Batiste), an 
original song called 'Move', 'City In The Sky' and 'Jealous 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZMJ1NUOGRR4/XTcvWDMnxKI/AAAAAAAAXRs/rXfzJMYagXEa_Hp3SkzojpVcniCja74VQCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCN9633.JPG
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Kind'. Very enjoyable and I would like to see more, a lot more, of her. 

The final acts of the night saw the return of two 
Memphis singers who are very much in the mould of 
Sam and Dave, Chilly Bill Rankin and Jerry Jones. 
Both did some solo numbers, with Bill doing well on 
'Hard To Handle' and 'Last Two Dollars' and Jerry 
contributing 'Got To Get You Off My Mind' and 'If 
Loving You Is Wrong ' before combining on a medley of 
Sam and Dave numbers including 'Hold On I'm 
Coming', 'I Thank You' and 'Soul Man'. It was an 
appropriate end to what was a varied and highly 
enjoyable evening. Well done Graziano for another 
triumph. 

As ever, the Saturday at Porretta was the busiest of the weekend. Fortunately the line-up did not 
disappoint, despite a lack of really big names on the bill. 

Kicking off proceedings was the Curtis Salgado band 
and very good they were too. Portland based Curtis was 
once in the Robert Cray band and that showed in his 
soul/blues style, not least with 'Walk a Mile In My Blues'. 
He began with 'I'm Trying', putting his harmonica to good 
use and well supported by guitarist Anthony 
Stelmaszack. Other numbers were equally good 
including 'Blues Get Off My Shoulder', 'Nobody But You' 
(a duet with LaRhonda Steele), the self-penned 'How To 
Feel The Same About Love', the Oregon themed 'Driving 
Rain' and a song I could relate to, 'The Older I Live The 
Older I Want To Get'. O V Wright's 'I Wanna Forget 
About You' was good, as was a further duet 'Both Sorry Over Nothing'. Curtis ended his excellent 
set with a rocking ‘Slow Down'. 

After an interval and the appearance on stage of Anthony Paule's band things did indeed slow 
down somewhat with a couple of numbers by backing singer Omega Brooks and Aussie singer 
Georgia Van Etten, who livened up 'Sugar' with some impressive mouth trumpet work. Next up 
was LaRhonda Steele whose set was a tribute to Aretha Franklin with 'Rock Steady', 'Respect', 
"Chain Of Fools', and 'Love The One You're With'. Other songs in her set included 'Imagine’, 'Take 
Me To The River', 'Rock Me Baby' and a good version of 'Spirit In The Dark’. 

One of the stars of recent Porrettas, Wee Willie Walker, 
came next and once again his beautiful soulful voice shone 
through. There were some new songs and some old ones 
including 'Breaking Up Somebody's Home' and a 1965 track 
'From Warm To Cool To Cold'. Other numbers included 'I 
Don't Want To Take a Chance' and 'Read Between The 
Lines', all exquisitely delivered, but it was an extended 'After 
A While', with great tenor sax work by Charles McNeal, that lit 
up his set. 

After a short break we were 
treated to a sparkling Memphis styled set by Wendy Moten, a 
lady new to me, who mixed Rufus Thomas numbers such as 'All 
Night Worker’ and 'Breakdown' with some Aretha, including 
'Since You've Been Gone', 'Baby I Love You' and ‘Think'. 'Ain't 
No Way' was a stand out number, as was a duet with Jerry Jones 
on 'Raise Your Hand'. But it was another duet, this time with Wee 
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Willie on 'True Love', that sealed the deal. I enjoyed Wendy a lot and will look out for her in future. 

What can you say about the final act Tony Wilson? 
Billed as the Young James Brown he bounded onto the 
stage in a sparkly suit and set about gyrating and 
dancing his way through JB numbers such as 'Get Off 
Your Thang', 'Cold Sweat' and 'Soul Power', performing 
somersaults and Michael Jackson steps along the way. 
He brought on a violinist named Judy Lei for 'This is a 
Man's World' which was interesting and unusual, but 
eventually his antics became a little tedious. A showman 
he undoubtedly is, but he is a novelty act and 
comparisons to James Brown are a bit kind. Loads of 
energy on show however. 

Altogether this was a good, if not a great night and very 
entertaining. 

The final day at Porretta traditionally features short sets 
by the performers. Several artists had already left town 

this year but the final session was still great, with some artists coming across more strongly than 
in their main sets earlier in the weekend. 

The Sweethearts from Australia set things off and their exuberance and enthusiasm was catching. 
Tony Wilson joined them for 'Papa's Got a Brand New Bag' and there were short contributions 
from fellow Aussie Georgia Van Etten and violinist Judy Lei. 

Anthony Paule's band took over from there on with a 
jazzy vocal by Anthony himself and short stints from 
backing singer Larry Batiste and the somewhat screechy 
Khylah B. Willie West came across more strongly this time 
with 'Never Found A Girl Like You' and his Allen Toussaint 
song. Georgia Van Etten returned with some more mouth 
trumpet on a jazzy number and LaRhonda Steele, who 
had sung gospel in the local church that morning, was 
effective on 'Rock Me Baby' and 'Spirit In The Dark'. 

Things really took off with the arrival on stage of Curtis Delgado who shared a blistering duet with 
Wee Willie Walker on 'Soothe Me' and possibly the most soulful version of 'Help' ever performed. 
Willie continued on stupendous form on a new song, 'Let's Talk About It' and a brilliant rendition of 
Mable John's 'Your Good Thing Is About To End'. Sheer magic for half an hour or so. 

After a break Chilly Bill Rankin returned with 'Slip Away' and Jerry Jones reprised 'If Loving You Is 
Wrong' before the two of them combined on 'When Something Is Wrong With My Baby'. Wendy 
Moten, one of the finds of the weekend, did a couple of Aretha numbers before Tony Wilson 
returned to the stage, glittery and energetic as ever. His version of 'Good Foot' involved brief solos 

from the four horn men in the band plus six horn players 
from the Sweethearts but as he moved into 'Sex Machine', 
with violin accompaniment, he was forgiven his excesses 
by the excited audience. Finally it was finale time and most 
of the artists gathered on stage for a lively version of 'I 
Can't Turn You Loose', led by MC Rick Hutton, doing a 
sterling job as usual, and the man who makes it all possible 
year after year Graziano Uliani, who was dressed briefly in 
Tony Wilson's sparkly jacket and hat. A great send off to 
another tremendous festival. 

Nick Cobban 
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles  
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SOUL KITCHEN 
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL 

50 YEARS AGO (October/November 1969)  

SOUL CITY RECORDS 

BEST SELLING SINGLES 

The Beat - Major Harris : Soul City  

What Does It Take To Win Your Love - Jr Walker : Tamotown 

Black - The Marleys : Stax 

Choice Of Colours - The Impressions : Buddha 

Lodi - Al Wilson : Liberty 

Reaching For The Moon - Judy Clay/Billy Vera : Atlantic  

For What It’s Worth - Staple Singers : Soul City  

Mother Popcorn - James Brown : Polydor  

Jumpin’ Jack Flash - Thelma Houston : Stateside 

You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feeling - Dionne Warwick : Pye 

Don’t Wait To Long - Erma Franklin : Soul City  

Nobody But You Babe - Clarence Reid : Atlantic 

Everything I Do Gonna Be Funky - Lee Dorsey : Bell 

Oh What A Night - The Dells : Chess 

Black Sheep - Chuck Brooks : Soul City 

Walk On By - Issac Hayes : Stax 

Do Your Thing - The Delights Orch. : Atco  

Star Review - Arthur Conley : Atco 

Sock It To’Em Soul Brother - Bill Moss : Pama  

A Love That Never Grows Cold - Jimmy & Louise Tig : Deep Soul 

 

TOP TEN ALBUMS  

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Soul From The City : Soul City 

JAMES BROWN - Live At The Apollo Vol 2 : Polydor 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Motown Chartbusters Vol 3 : Tamotown 

THE PACKERS - Hole In The Wall : Soul City 

DIONNE WARWICK - Soulful : Pye 

CLARENCE CARTER - Testifyin' : Atlantic 

AL WILSON - Searching For The Dolphins : Liberty  

SWEET INSPIRATIONS - Sweets For My Sweet : Atlantic 

MARVIN GAYE - M.P.G. : Tamotown 

ARETHA FRANKLIN - Aretha's Gold : Atlantic 
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LIVE 50 YEARS AGO 1969 

The 8th Folk Blues Festival, Albert Hall, London, 3rd October. 

Featuring Juke Boy Bonner, Whistling Alex Moore (who obviously did a lot of blues whistling), 
Clifton Chenier, John Jackson, Earl Hooker, Garry Bell, and Magic Sam. 

 

LIVE 40 YEARS AGO 1979 

Fat Larry’s Band, Venue, Victoria 11th October (£3.50) 

Ohio Players, Venue, Victoria 19th October (£3.50) 

Red Beans & Rice, Electric Ball Room, 27th October, Camden.   

Ramsey Lewis, Venue, Victoria 5th November (£3.75) 

Howlin’ Wolf, Marquee, London 6th November. 

Gladys Knight & the Pips, Odeon, Lewisham 24th October (£4.50) 

Del Shannon, Chick-A-Boom Club, Carshalton 27th October.  

Freddy King, Marquee, London 13th November. 

4 Tops, Theatre Royal, London 4th November. 

Blues Legends 79, 100 Club, London 13th November. 

 

Featuring Eddie C Campbell, Good Rockin' Charles, Billy The Kid Emerson, Lester Davenport, 
Little Smokey Smothers, and Chico Chism  

Marvin Rainwater, Chick-A-Boom Club, Carshalton 21st November. 

Ben E King, Venue, Victoria 26th November (£3.00) 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

  
Remember you're in safe soul hands with.... 

    SOULBOY  

Keep on keeping on 
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TFTW continues its new section where we revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a 
current relevance.  

BEGINNINGS (Part 3, 4 & 5) 
Recollections by Ralph Edwards 

Previously printed over five issues between 2001 and 2003 

 

Transition 

Renaming the group “The Fireflies” was fairly short-lived because Rock’n’Roll was squeezing out 
our skiffle numbers. We also wanted to name ourselves after a car like some of the American 
groups did. Their cars had names like: Cadillac, Zodiac, Impala; we had: Austin Eight, Hillman 
Imp, Ford Prefect and such-like, so we became “The Crestas”. Timing of personnel changes 
between The Fireflies and The Crestas is somewhat hazy. Mac left the grammar school and us to 
become a coalman, but I think Clive (Subs) was still with us when Bernard ‘Lewy’ Lewis first joined 
us as a vocalist/guitarist alongside Ozzie. 

I sang lead with the Crestas… but only once. The song was ‘I’m Left, You’re Right, She’s Gone’, 
as sung by Elvis. The band said I could sing it at the next booking, which was a dance held at the 
Liberal Club, Belmont in Shrewsbury. Fine, except that we wouldn’t be having a practice until after 
the dance, so, Lewy and I got together for a few run throughs at his house on Saturday afternoon. 
Lewy was a bit of a film buff and was half watching TV whilst we were practicing, but I was 
undaunted. The song has seven vocal sections and there would be no guitar breaks because the 
others wouldn’t know it well enough. 

Part way through our set that evening I stepped up to the microphone and launched into my debut 
public performance. The mic’ stand was not cantilevered, therefore, I needed to be close to be 
heard, but every time I moved in the guitar bumped against the stand. Concentrating on the song I 
was ill at ease because I could not understand why it was happening. What I did not realise was 
that I moved and swung about as I played. Somehow I managed to get through all those verses 
then cast a look over my shoulder at the others to let them know I was done and they just grinned 
back. I nodded to them meaning “stop now“ and they nodded back letting me know it was going 
okay. Finally, I just stopped and gradually they each realised I had finished and came to a 
staggered halt. I felt so embarrassed that for years after, I broke into a dead sweat every time I 
heard Elvis’ recording of the song. 

Another anecdote about “moving" occurred about a year later (1958) when I started work as an 
engineering apprentice. It was the custom at Christmas to get the new lads to do ‘a turn’ on the 
inspection table, which is where I was unceremoniously shoved to entertain the older guys. I 
performed an acapella version of ‘Move It’ evoking one of them to query, “Are you a singer or a 
dancer?” “Neither”, I replied. I must admit I was quietly “chuffed” at his comment, and years later I 
did both. 

However, back to 1957; Clive was fed up carting his tea chest bass about, so when he left school 
to become an electrician, he jacked in the group. Meanwhile, Ozzie, Lewy and I went on to full-
time technical college for a year. 
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As we really got to rockin’ we needed instruments with more drive. Ozzie and I bought electrified 
acoustic guitars. While I think on, my brother Des, who made the “coffin” guitar, built a couple of 
solid guitars, the shapes of which, preceded the guitar manufacturers by a year or two. He just 
knocked them up out of odds and ends of wood our Dad had kept from previous D.I.Y. projects. 
Dad said he wasted his skill on inferior materials and should get the right woods for the job, but as 
I told you in Part One of my recollections, Des was always impatient to get on with whatever 
venture he’d set himself. 

I don’t recall whether Lewy was still with us when we electrified and I’ve long since forgotten what 
makes of guitar we got. Mine was a second-hand dance band style acoustic with electric pick-ups. 
My deal included an amplifier; I say amplifier, actually, it was a converted radio! It didn’t have 
much “poke” but it was okay until we did a spot during a scene change for the pantomime at the 
local school. To minimise time restraints, the director asked us to leave our amps behind the 
curtains so that the stagehands could scoot them into the wings as soon as we finished our set. 
Included in our set was our only instrumental number ‘Cervaza’, as recorded by Boots Brown. We 
complied with the director’s request but turned our amps up full to compensate for any sound lost 
in the fabric of the curtains. 

We were well received even though we sounded muffled; then, as we were anticipating a few 
steps back and into the wings, a great cloud of black acrid smelling smoke billowed out from 
between the parting curtains and enveloped us. My radio/amp had overheated and was melting 
the insulation on the transformer and resisters, thus, causing pandemonium backstage! I wonder if 
the audience expected to see the Genie of the Lamp appear from the smoke. If he had 
materialized he would have been in the wrong panto. After that spectacular finale my financial 
dictations meant me sharing Ozzie’s amp. 

Next instalment; Part 4 “Twang & Bang” – we gain a lead guitarist and a drummer. 

Twang and Bang 

The Crestas were down to three guitars, Ozzie, Lewy and myself, when we heard of Bob 
Partridge, a local youth, our age (16), with a full drum kit. Bob had his kit permanently set up in his 
Mum's front room where he played along with his swing and dance band records, but, he had 
never played live with a group. He agreed to join us and he was terrific, streets ahead of any of 
the local drummers. Bob was a thoroughly nice guy without any big ego and he took to our 
Rock’n’Roll. 
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Ozzie sometimes played a basic instrumental break in a song but he passed the mantle to15 year 
old Keith Edwards (no relation to me) who was a very adept lead guitarist and only lived around 
the corner from him. Keith and I had been morning paperboys at the same newsagents two years 
previously. At the time I had been unaware of his musical ability. Discussion was difficult until you 
knew him better because he had the worst stammer I ever encountered… until I heard his mother. 

For Bob's convenience, we started practising at his house. Lewy would often 
arrive late and leave early. After a while the group felt he wasn't committed 
enough and eventually asked him to leave. Quite why he didn't put in equal 
effort I do not know, because, in retrospect, he probably had greater musical 
ambitions than the rest of us. Now our line-up was: Ozzie (vocal & guitar), Keith 
(lead guitar), me (rhythm guitar) and Bob (drums). Keith was a self-taught 
guitarist and played some fairly inspired solos, but he would unnerve us by 
improvising on bookings and drop some clangers. 

He had been having classical piano tuition and then started to neglect it, causing his parents to 
stop him coming with us. Ozzie and I went round to convince them how good a guitarist he was 
and how much we needed him. They relented, on the proviso that he kept his piano practice up. 

A showpiece number we would do at venues that had a tuned piano would begin with Keith 
playing a stanza of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata interrupted by Bob bursting in with a vigorous 
martial beat catching the audiences off-guard, then Ozzie and I would over-ride it with a rocking 
rhythm and we'd all sally forth into "The Saints" (When The Saints Go Marching In). Three years 
later on Radio Luxembourg I heard Tony Sheridan and the Beatles' version of "My Bonnie" (My 
Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean) and I thought it was great but I couldn't buy it anywhere locally. On 
the flipside was "The Saints". As with us, it must have come into their repertoire via skiffle or Bill 
Haley. 

Whilst I've been recalling these personal early days of British pop music, the parallels with the 
groups who got record deals and became known keep cropping up. However, unlike the Beatles 
and many others, most of our gigs were only within an approximate 20 miles radius of 
Shrewsbury. Apart from venues in town, we also played in village halls. 

From the skiffle days, Billy Winn and the Rhythm Boys were, arguably, considered the top local 
group, mainly because they won the local heats at the Granada Cinema for the Carrol Levis 
Discoveries which took them through to compete on his TV show. We hadn't entered the talent 
contest because it seemed too show-bizzy. Although Billy was only the same age as us, he was a 
born showman with an extrovert character and a good versatile voice. They didn't win. I thought 
Billy made a mistake by doing cross kicks like Tommy Steele used to do; it made him look like a 
copyist, in spite of their voices being dissimilar. 

Billy was the kind of entertainer who would move about the stage and sing to 
individual girls without inhibition. He'd tease in a mock-serious way, then 
break into his cheeky grin. In fairness, I expect the TV technicians made him 
stay on the spot marked "X", so he probably put the kicks in to display energy 
in his performance. The studio technicians soaped Billy's Hofner President 
guitar to stop it flashing in the camera and blanking out the screen. I later 
bought it from Bill before he went to Australia. It was a lovely guitar: an 
acoustic dance band style with "f" holes and a single cut-away. I had it for a 
few years, but with its bevelled fret board I found I couldn't get the country 
sound I was after, so, I part exchanged it for a Hawk Jumbo. Today it would 
be worth a lot more than the Jumbo. 

We weren't the only ones coping with changes; others were having their own traumas. How we 
came to break up, I don't recall, but, Keith and Bob joined Billy, so, I guess he had band problems 
too. A short while later they wanted me in too, which pleased me because I felt self-effacing about 
my guitar playing; maybe my enthusiasm compensated. The night I joined the Rhythm Boys I 
crossed town from my engineering class at the technical college to the Sentinel Works canteen, 

Three in Blackpool 
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the stage of which was being used for the last rehearsal for a pantomime. I had half an evening to 
learn what we were going to do the following evening. I had ideas of how Rock’n’Roll should or 
could be performed and of visual presentation, which I put forward; Billy was very receptive to my 
contribution. 

The following evening the curtains slowly parted for our part of the presentation. In a dramatic 
stance, Billy stood centre stage, with his back to the audience! As the curtains revealed us one by 
one, we each had our back to the crowd. When the drapes were fully open Keith hit the Ernie 
Shields descending intro to "Move It" and turned to face the mystified onlookers. I swung round 
and eased into that hypnotic rhythm on my guitar bass strings; four bars in Bob spun to front and 
zapped into the skins with a driving beat. Right on cue, Billy whipped round and broke into "Mm, 
mm, come on pretty baby, let's-a move it an' a groove it". Move it an' a groove it we did; we were 
off and running; it was a real good night for the band and especially for me. 

We kept on rockin'... until. 

With the new Rhythm Boys line-up consisting of Keith, Bob and myself, all ex-Crestas, headed by 
Billy Winn, it was decided that we would all wear white for a prestigious booking at Shrewsbury 
Music Hall. Those white slacks served me well for many years following my group days; secondly, 
in a gymnastic display team, and thirdly, as a member of South Shropshire Morris Men.  

Also at The Music Hall on the night we played was Barry Udy (pronounced Oodee), a lad so 
impressed by our version of Eddie Cochran's "Something Else", he bought himself a guitar. Barry 
turned out to be a natural and very soon showed us "old hands" of three years’ experience how to 
play "Twenty Flight Rock". He quickly formed a group of his own; we did consider uniting and held 
a "jam" session at his parent's apartment. Billy and Barry respected each other's musical abilities, 
but, their personalities didn't gel, so, we left things as they were.  

Meanwhile at home, my elder brother, Des, had taken to borrowing my guitar lunchtimes and was 
becoming quite a competent lead guitarist. When he bought his own, he chose a Club 60 Brunette 
with a single cutaway. Sitting around at home I'd play rhythm for his lead picking; my favourite that 
we played was Marino Marini Quartet's "Armen's Theme" (on the Durium label, you vinyl hunters - 
I'd like a copy!)  

Des was buying almost any guitar instrumental 45rpm that came out; initially, Duane Eddy (LPs), 
then stuff like The Wailers "Tall Cool One", The Hunters "Golden Earrings", The Rockin' R's "The 
Beat", The Noblemen "Thunder Wagon", The Dynatones "Steel Guitar Rag", Bert Weedon 
"Apache", The Outlaws "Swinging Low", Judd Proctor "Nola" and "Rio Grande", plus others. I 
really loved Des's records and was sorry to see them go when he got married!  

Des started his own group with Dave Craik on vocals calling themselves The Tremolo’s, 
presumably after the tremolo arm fitted on Duane Eddy's Gretsch guitar.  

Dave 'Ozzie' Osliffe, who'd been the singer with our earlier efforts, joined a vocal harmony group. I 
think they were called the D.Js at that stage but had gone through some name changes over the 
years. Their mainstay, since their inception prior to the advent of Rock’n’Roll, was the very 
popular, husky voiced, George Silcock, now deceased. Another group member was an ex-
classmate of ours, Ray Bourne. Ray's younger brother, Dave, became the singer with The 
Lincolns. I remember Dave singing Brook Benton's "Hurtin' Inside" (flipside of "It's Just A Matter Of 
Time"), which was quite a hip and unusual choice of song.  

I used to design and draw some of the posters for our bookings and persuaded the band to 
amend our name to 'Rhythm Boys Rock Unit' to give it a harder visual edge on advertisements. I 
did the same for Barry's group, 'The Deltas’; they later dropped the Rock Unit tag.  

Bernard 'Lewy' Lewis, who had been with us for a while in The Crestas, joined The Deltas as co-
lead singer with Roger Francis. Barry referred to Roger as 'Moose' on account of his slightly larger 
than normal nose! Lewy and Moose both did Elvis songs and I remember Barry recalling Moose 
doing his Elvis the Pelvis bit, "He went across the stage like an egg-whisk!”  
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I digress; back to The Rhythm Boys. Billy had been looking forward with anticipation to his elder 
brother, Roy, returning from his two years’ National Service. Roy liked Frank Sinatra and his 
choice of music started to influence Billy who, being a versatile vocalist, wanted to do what we 
considered 'square' stuff. We drew the line at The King Brothers' "Mai Qui". So, we kept on 
rockin'... until 'Old Blue Eyes' put the boot in. Well, that, and Billy's courting started limiting his 
availability with the band.  

Bob enhanced The Deltas with his presence in their line-up. Keith and I, together with my brother 
Des and a drummer called Mal Davies, formed an instrumental group, which we dubbed The 
Tornado Four. Keith and Des shared lead guitar duties which was a little different at the time. We 
did have one vocal number; Eddie Cochran's version of Ray Charles' "Hallelujah, I Love Her So". 
Keith of the excruciating stutter sang it, except that, he didn't stutter when he sang.  

Someone who sometimes booked us was an older guy, of small stature, at the factory where I 
was apprenticed. We would play at dances in support of his Ken Bowers Band. Well, the band 
consisted of a drummer, whose name has disappeared into the mists of time, playing mainly, (if 
not wholly), with brushes. On piano and clavoline, simultaneously, was heavily built Roy Purslow. 
Roy played the bass patterns with his left hand on the Old Jo-anna and the melody with his right 
on the clavoline, which was a short electronic keyboard, with a weird echoey sound. I wonder if 
that's where Joe Meek got his inspiration?  

Completing the band (?) was diminutive Ken himself on guitar - on guitar, but not really playing it. 
He didn't know any chords! Ken just flapped his left hand open and closed over the strings halfway 
up the neck of the guitar. I don't think he strummed with his right in case it made a noise. It was as 
unbelievable then as it is now.  

Anyway, we did this booking with them at the Sylvester Horne Institute building in Church Stretton, 
Shropshire. (S.H. was the father of Kenneth Horne, comedic presenter and pivotal character of 
"Around the Horne" radio fame; just a little trivia for the so afflicted). It didn't bode well when none 
of the local teenagers would get up and dance to The Ken Bowers Band. After a while they 
departed the podium and let us, The Tornado Four, take over. The couples came onto the floor 

and when things were going well, Ken abruptly called us off 
and his band on before the dancers could leave the floor!  

I don't know how long it was before The Tornado Four 
eventually blew itself out and that was the end of my 
beginnings. I kinda wish we had some recordings of those 
early days to assess what we were really like, but then, I 
don't suppose it matters, we had fun.  

The Deltas continued longer than us, even supporting The 
Beatles, fresh with "Love Me Do", on the first of their three 
visits to Shrewsbury. I didn't perform publicly for about four 
years following the demise of TT4, 'though I continued to play 
at home. In the meantime, I met, courted and married Hilda; 
it's our 39th wedding anniversary this year and music has 
been with us all of the way. We even met at a Gene Vincent 
concert.  

I'll conclude with a verse I wrote for a song I used to do in the 
'70s :-  

Just how it would be we knew at the start 

And all those young dreams never once fell apart 

Yet somehow they appeared to slip at the seams 

Life has proved them to be dreams and not schemes. 

Ralph Edwards  

Ralph and Hilda with the Golden Gate 

behind 
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Coming across this gifted bunch of 
London based musicians for the first 
time, I am quite impressed by the good 
time party atmosphere generated on this 
album. Most of the material is familiar, 
being drawn from the traditional sounds 
that abound in the Southern states of 
America, particularly the musical styles 
emanating from New Orleans. 

The disc opens with an excellent styling 
of Sidney Bechet’s fifties instrumental 
Petite Fleur. A huge hit for Chris 
Barber’s Jazz Band with the clarinet of 
Monty Sunshine being a key element, 
the offering here utilises saxophone, 
trombone and piano to good effect. 

The traditional jazz number St James 
Infirmary, recorded by scores of artists 
including Louis Armstrong, is a well-sung 
lively version with sax and piano solos. 
Professor Longhair’s Tipitina follows suit 

with bandleader Jeff Williams and Dan Redding shining on trombone and guitar respectively. 

Appealing vocals figure on Going Back To New Orleans, penned by rhythm & bluesman Joe 
Liggins, while Paul Miller provides a groovy piano opening to Dr John’s funky Such A Night. Paul 
Simon’s more recent Late In The Evening profits from the combination of special guest on congas 
and percussion, Paul Urwin, together with the ever reliable drumming excellence of Jono Lee. 

When It All Comes Down, as recorded by BB King features some fine bluesy guitar picking and a 
steady rockin’ drumbeat, with interwoven dual vocals. James ‘Sugar Boy’ Crawford’s Iko Iko is 
another one with a syncopated drum pattern, punctuated with trombone and saxophone blowing. 

Louisiana 1927, Randy Newman’s song about the Great Mississippi Flood which caused 
devastation stretching into Louisiana, is a creditable rendering of the classic lament sung and 
recorded by such southern entertainers as Aaron Neville and Marcia Ball. 

Jazz drummer Paul Barbarin’s Dixieland classic Bourbon Street Parade naturally showcases the 
drums, along with brass, keyboards and cool vocals. A tender take on Hoagy Carmichael’s 
evergreen composition Georgia is underpinned with some tight bass guitar playing courtesy of 
Manuel Alvarez. 

Sonny Landreth’s Congo Square has a really good solid groove running through it, as does the 
suitable closing number, a recital of King Curtis’ Memphis Soul Stew with all the musicians being 
introduced in turn. 

Vocals on the album are competently shared by Paul Miller and Jeff Williams, who also handled 
most of the musical arrangements along with Ned Bennett. 

 

Lee Wilkinson 
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 We have had “spaghetti westerns” so why not “spaghetti hula 
?”  A band with a clever title which had me fooled. 

So, with apologies to Francesca, Flavio, Filippo, Light Palone, 
and Alfredo here is what I heard.  

Eleven tracks, the tunes written were known mainly between 
1892 and 1956. A healthy number of easy listening tracks 
with an ensemble including double bass, ukulele, 
glockenspiel, vibes, marimba and percussion. Every track, 
such is the style, sounds wonderfully dated, could have been 
cut during the ‘30s to the ‘50s, with an excellent Sleepwalk 
representing the latter. Francesca Faro is the lead vocal with 
a voice not dissimilar to Woodette Kate Garner’s, certainly not 
an R&B diva on this CD, more a club/lounge nightingale. The 

sleeve notes indicate an influence of western swing and honky tonk, but I would believe more a 
dash of jazz and certainly some swing. Certainly the CD to back drop at your next light luncheon 
party. 

Easy listening - yes, boring - no, up tempo - several, instrumentals - three, class – il migliore  

1) My Hapa Haole Hula Girl, 2) It Don’t Mean A Thing, 3) Keep Your Eyes On The Hands, 4) Little 
Brown Gal, 5) Maui Girl, 6) Memories Of Ka’anapali, 7) Sleepwalk, 8) Some More of Samoa, 9) 

Tropical Swing, 10) Waikiki, 11) Waikiki on a Rainy Night. 

Ken Major 

 

I’m sorry to say there will be no Blues article from me for this issue of TFTW. I am in France in the 
middle of feverish packing after the sale of our house here. Also I still haven’t got my computer 
back from John Lewis and am in ‘consultations’ with them as I want a different machine to the one 
which has let me down so badly. I haven’t even been listening to any music, things have been so 
frantic here. Next week we finally sign and stay in a nice rented cottage for a couple of weeks and 
get a nice long relaxing time. Unfortunately that will be too late for your deadline.  

However, I have not stopped writing the column and will be back on track for the next issue when I 
will have plenty of stocked up material to write about. It would be easy to write a few lines quickly 
and say, print that, but the research to ensure the facts takes most of the time. It takes a couple of 
days to write and a couple of weeks to check the details!                         Dave Parker (the elder!) 

 

JAZZ JUNCTION 
Unfortunately, owing to holiday and other stuff, I have not had not time to prepare anything for this 
issue.  Back next time.                                                                                                   Dave Carroll  
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When Keith Woods decides to 
double up as cinema 
correspondent with his KWMDb 
top ten best movies, it is time to 
step up the ladder with a whole 
brand new set, at last matching 
the music taste, spirit and motto 

of Tales From The Woods 

magazine.  

 

Consequently I am introducing Movie Picks Rock & Roll Series - and what better way to 
start than from the beginning with a film featuring none other than Alan Freed.  

While working as a DJ in Ohio, Alan Freed discovered 
Rhythm & Blues but unfortunately R&B was 
considered black music and its enormous 
entertainment potential was consequently disregarded. 
Quite cleverly, Alan renamed the style as Rock’n’Roll 
promoting it through radio stations all around America 
and eventually landing in Europe and beyond.  

Capitalising on popular bands and newly released hits 
Hollywood followed suit releasing a freshly made batch 
of music films based on the new trend spreading to 
wider audiences to great success such was the 
entertaining impact of newly baptised Rock’n’Roll.  

One of these great hits was, of course, the forever popular; Rock Around The Clock by Bill Haley 
and His Comets. The film by the same title was screened soon after. Directed by Fred F Sears, 

starring Johnny Johnston, Lisa Gaye and Alix Talton Rock Around The Clock 1956 has a few 
virtues.  

First the plot; the origin of Rock’n’Roll. A music promoter witnessing the decline of big band 
orchestras discovers a small-town group with an exciting, young and vibrant new style, taking the 
band under his wing to promote them around the country while quickly falling in love with one of 
the dancers. His also female agent tries to slow him down in an attempt to get him to marry her. 
Of course, it’s a completely made up story, it’s a Hollywood movie after all, devised with the sole 
purpose of showcasing mainly Bill Haley and his Comets along with some other rising stars. But 
the result is quite delightful and pleasurable to watch.  
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Second the sound track is by itself simply superb. Not only in quality but in quantity, including:  

“Rock Around The Clock” performed by Haley and His Comets.  

“Happy Baby” performed by Haley and His Comets.  

“Rock-A Beatin’ Boogie” performed by Haley and His Comets.  

“Razzle Dazzle” performed by Haley and His 
Comets.  

“ABC Boogie” performed by Haley and His 
Comets.  

“Mambo Rock” performed by Haley and His 
Comets.  

“The Great Pretender” performed by The Platters.  

“Only You” performed by The Platters  

“I Am Gonna Teach You To Rock” performed by 
Freddie Bell and the Bellboys.  

“Giddy Up a Ding Dong” performed by Freddie Bell 
and the Bellboys.  

“Sad And Lonely” performed by Tony Martinez  

“Cuero” performed by Tony Martinez  

“Mambo Capri” performed by Tony Martinez  

Many of the songs and artists featured on the film are high among the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame 
enriching mankind’s culture and history. Lamentably, the entire soundtrack has never been 
released.  

Bill Haley has, of course, his Rock Around The 
Clock album with most of the songs and 
nowadays with the help of streaming media all 
of the songs are easy available.  

Third, the film portrays a remarkably diverse 
cast with white, black and even Hispanic singers 
and performances showing that music and 
especially Rock’n’Roll can unite all cultures and 
races despite our differences.  

But its biggest virtue as much as its novelty is its 
success paving the way for future Rock’n’Roll 
movies to come. Originally produced by 
Columbia with Sam Katzman, he would later 
join Metro Goldwyn Mayer producing even more 
musicals with Elvis Presley, Roy Orbison and 
even with British pop band Herman’s Hermits.  

Contrary to popular belief; Rock Around The 

Clock 1956 was not the first film to launch Rock’n’Roll per se. Bill Haley and The Comets 

themselves had debuted two years prior with Round Up Rhythm 1954 although, in all honesty, 

it is a just a short length picture where a DJ and his wife plainly present three of Bill Haley’s latest 
songs one after the other: “Crazy, Man, Crazy”, “Straightjacket” and “Shake Rattle & Roll” all 
performed by Bill Haley and His Comets. 

Therefore, Rock Around The Clock 1956 is, by its own rights, considered to be the true first 
Rock’n’Roll movie. 
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To be fair, though, the song “Rock Around The 
Clock” had first been used as a sound track for 

Blackboard Jungle 1955, a crime drama 

directed by Richard Brooks. Based on a 
biographic novel it stars Glenn Ford, Sidney 
Poitier and Anne Francis depicting the daily 
struggle against the normalised violence of a 
newly appointed teacher at an inner city high 
school against its unruly alumni and desensitized 
colleagues. A film worth watching with a topic still 
not so different from current times, representing 

Rock’n’Roll as a synonym of rebellion - still not so different from current opinion. 

Sadly none of the major media streaming providers like Netflix, 
Hulu or Amazon Prime have it in their library. Frankly, their offer is 
lacking behind on the genre, in favour of current films or more 
commercial oriented musicals for that matter. 

A quick search on YouTube will prove somewhat more successful 
as even though one will not find the film in its entirety, all of the 
songs featured are easily accessible. Which, when added together 
will make for most of the length of the movie. 

As a bonus, a simple search on YouTube for Round Up Rhythm 

1954 will prove more prosperous showing the movie in its entirety 

- albeit lasting just about seven minutes. 

Fortunately, it is on a double feature DVD along with Don’t Knock 

The Rock 1957, also with Alan Freed and Bill Haley and His 
Comets among others but that is a topic for next Movie Picks 
Rock’n’Roll Series article. 

Marti Canal 

 

  

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE 
 

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT  

Between 7pm & 10pm UK time  

with your host Dell Richardson & guests!  
 

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO 

OUR WEBSITE AT 
www.radiocaroline.co.uk 

 

To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here 
 

The Boat That (still) Rocks! 

http://www.radiocaroline.co.uk/
http://www.radiocaroline.audio/web-enabled-equipment.html
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The Buzz 
Welcome to The Buzz 

The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show 
your face. 

Back again gang. Not going to say too much in this issue’s Buzz column as my 
fingers are still sore from my page 3 column. I will mention though our wonderful website manager 
Alan who is double busy at this present moment, still suffering from jet-lag from yet another 

Woodie stateside trip. He is setting up our renewed TFTW Facebook page, soon to be joined by 

reloading our YouTube channel, so all your favourite segments from TFTW shows from recent 

years past, will once again be on your screens to enjoy.  

Whilst we have a healthy membership, we’re always pleased to welcome new folks to TFTW. If you 

are happy with what we do, enjoy reading our bi-monthly magazine, our couple of times a year live 
shows, most of which are exclusive to us, let people know. We are one of a tiny few who are still 
bringing original American artists to these shores, as well as a host of veteran British performers, 
not forgetting too, nurturing young acts, who we hope will keep the flag flying for many decades to 
come.  

Our thrice yearly soirees at Gerry’s private club in Soho, as you will have read in my page 3 
column are a continuing success story of which we are duly proud. Our gang meet ups have been 
happening each and every month for three decades, and organized social activities designed by 
our hard working social secretary Alan (yes the same one) especially for the time of year when the 
sun has a better chance to be seen in the sky, remain hugely popular. I think we have quite a bit 
to brag about, don’t you? If so, please don’t keep it a secret; Tell your friends, those roots music 
fans out there who still may not know about us, or perhaps have thought about giving us a call, 
dropping us an email but simply never got round to it. Remind them, we’ll be here waiting to 
welcome them aboard.  

Time now to allow Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another of his superbly informative gig guides; 
see you all in Issue 112 Gang.  

 

 

The Gig List 

Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate. 

The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.  

October 2019 

1 Tuesday Sam Outlaw 

Outlaw country – no lie, though he calls it “SoCal country”.  

Bush Hall £18 + fees 

 

2 Wednesday The Johnny Fury Band 

A Fury but not as we know him, Jim.  But a young white American blues and soul singer.  

Half Moon, Putney £13 + fees adv, £15 door 

 

3 Thursday The Johnny Fury Band 

As above  

Bull’s Head, Barnes £13 + fees adv, £15 door 

 

3 Thursday Bill Callahan 

Maryland, folk, alt. country, and recommended by one of the bar staff in a hostelry in Rotterdam. 

Hammersmith Apollo £41.25 
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9 Wednesday Gloria Scott & The Tonettes 

Former Ikette whose only released album was produced by Barry White.  

100 Club £20 + fees 

 

11 Friday Glenn Jones 

Excellent 1980s urban soul man popular with city ladies.  

Hideaway £27.50 

 

11 Friday PP Arnold 

A TFTW appearance and now a new album to promote at a larger venue. It could have been you! 

Islington Assembly Hall £27.50 

 

13 Sunday Peter Donegan & Band 

Celebrating the 65th anniversary of ‘Rock Island Line’ and more. 

Half Moon, Putney £13.20 adv, £14 door 

 

13 Sunday Alicia Myers 

1980s soul success was preceded by spell with Al 

Hudson & Partners. 

Jazz Cafe £25 + fees 

 

16 Wednesday Rod Picott + Alice Wallis 

Two singer-songwriters from the USA for the price 

of one. 

What’s Cookin’ at Leytonstone Ex-Services Club

 Collection 

 

19 Saturday Leroy Burgess 

Important name in the world of disco as producer, 

musician or vocalist.  Prepare to sweat. 

Jazz Cafe £30 + fees 

 

20 Sunday Mike Sanchez 

“If you don’t know him by now…” 

100 Club £14 + fees adv 

 

21 Monday Durand Jones & The 

Indications 

There’s a waiting list for standing tickets (£18.50). 

Hard work garners popularity. 

Islington Assembly Hall Unreserved balcony 

£16.50 

 

27 Sunday Willy Porter 

“Dazzling acoustic guitarist” singer-songwriter 

from Wisconsin. 

Green Note £12 + fees 

 

27 Sunday Shakey Vick Blues Band 

Hoping that the appreciative dog does not join the 

party. 

Oval Tavern, East Croydon Collection 

 

 

 
The Organ for the Swedish 

Rock'n'Roll Club 
 

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN 
 

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC 
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published 

three times a year for all devotees of 50's 
associated music. Each issue comprises at 

least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles 
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious 
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist 
discographies and recording session details 

when available. 
 

Annual subscription rates for three issues is 
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For 

more enquiries contact our UK representative 
Dickie Tapp at e-mail: 

dickietapp@googlemail.com 
 

mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
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November 2019 

 

3 Sunday Chip Taylor & John Platania 

A Hall of Fame songwriter (Angel of the Morning) is joined by one-time Van Morrison guitarist to critique 

perfect people and more. 

Twickfolk at The Exchange, Twickenham £17 + fees adv, £17 door 

 

5 Tuesday Mary Gauthier 

Composer of the moving ‘Mercy Now’ which has been recorded by Candi Staton and attracted the attention 

of Mike Farris & The McCrary Sisters amongst others. 

Union Chapel £22.50 + fees 

 

5 Tuesday RL Boyce 

One for fans of Mississippi Hill Country blues, aka ‘Hypnotic Boogie’ or ‘Drone Music’. 

Blues Kitchen, Camden £5 + fees 

 

6 Wednesday RL Boyce 

As above 

Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch £5 + fees 

 

6 Wednesday Kim Richey 

Roots singer-songwriter from Zanesville, Ohio. 

Green Note £12.50 + fees 

 

11 Monday Sugaray Rayford 

Texas bluesman who was one of the highlights of last year’s London Blues Week. 

100 Club £20 + fees 

 

17 Sunday Martha High & The Soul Cookers 

The stunning Ms High was part of the James Brown Soul Revue for over thirty years. 

Hideaway, Streatham £25 

 

28 Thursday The Dirty Dozen Brass Band 

New Orleans band formed in 1977 that now has more ex-members than current ones. 

Academy Islington £20.45 

December 2019 

 

4 Wednesday Yola 

A big voice, country soul, and the approval of Dan Penn are just a few of the things that make Yola a must-

see singer.  

Islington Assembly Hall £22 + fees standing, £24.75 

balcony 

 

19 Thursday Ronnie Spector 

Eleven months after the last visit sees increases in venue 

size and tickets.  

Shepherd’s Bush Empire (Prices exclude a handling fee of 

£2.75) £63.40, £52.15, £43.70, £35.25 

 

27 Friday The Valentine Brothers + Randy 

Brown 

From Indigo2 to this much smaller venue in the middle of the Christmas holiday suggests a turkey sandwich 

is on the menu.  

Jazz Cafe £29.50 + fees 

http://www.ukrock.net/ 

http://www.ukrock.net/
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum), 
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all 

TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social 
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact 

'Tales From The Woods' 
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA 

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941 

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk 

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black 
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year. 

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods 
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